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LAB

three hours and when
the
were
doted at ft little
arguments
BAR
after midnight, a vote was taken and
the members were unanimous In the
affirmative. The speakers were E. C.
do liuca and Caslmlro Molina, affirm
HELD
atlve aud Sablno Lujan and Hlpollto
Vigil, negative.
The subject for debate at the next
regular meeting will be, "Should we
pass a law against gambling T" D.
Sllva and Luciano Baca have the affirmative and Frank Angel and V. D.
Romero the negative. The debate
to be a very spirited one,
DoW Robbers Get Away With promises
and is arousing a great deal of
were limited to

OPERA

LAST I1ICHT

More Than Thret Hundred
Dollars.

Untd Up th Three Men in tht Club
The library association euchra and
Roomi While Roulttte Table it Swept
dance was the biggest kind of a sucand Bnk Roll Taken From
cess. The crowd didn't gather at 8
Draw r.
o'clock
according to program, but
when the start was made the hall
filled rapidly and-b- y
9 o'clock fully
"A daring .hold-uoccurred at .the two hundred people, were In the room.
p

a revolver,

het promptly-

-

compiled.

Tom McCfinvllle was sitting bv th
roulette table, and Fred Kenney, the
porter, was reading a newspaper close
by. These men wero not prompt In
holding up their hands, but when the
desperado cocked his revolver, they
hastened to obey. The robber then
lined the trio up with faces to the
wall, while he quickly swept about
$280 dollars In silver into his capacious pockets, or possibly Into a bag.
He opened the drawer of the roulette
table and took therefrom about $60
In bills. Keeping the men covered,
the robber then hastened out by the
club room door and running around
the corner sped up Sixth street
and Kenney each grabbed a
. gun and hastened out in time to see
another man running down Douglas
avenue. Kenney fired four, shots af- '
ter htm; but failed to. Mt4Jie iuifttve.
Aew minutes later he fired four
more times hoping to attract the attention of an officer,
It is known that the man who did
act in the game room ran
' the hold-uup Sixth street, because O. O. Schaef-fer- ,
who was just about locking up
for the night, heard his steps and remarked to C. E. Perry,, who was there,
that someone must be running to ring
the flrebell. Mr. Perry went out and
on the sidewalk, Just in front of the
aide door, picked up the mask the
man had discarded.
The man who
threw away the mask must have turn-eInto the alley by the Y. M. C. A.
building, as Earl Hoke , was . on the
opposite side of the street, near the
when he heard the
' Baptist church,
firing but saw no one.
A search was made for offers.
Day Marshal Ward, who had gone
home, was called from his bed and
reached the saloon about 12 and Night
Marshal Cole came some time later.
The men who "were in the saloon
were unable to give an accurate description of the clothing worn by the
robber they say, and the chances
seem 'excellent that the criminal will
escape detection.
This is a pity, the more so as the
hold-uphave become quite common
of late. The night before last' Miss
May Young was stopped on Sixth
street by a rough looking man, who
demanded money, a few nights before
that a young lady was viciously attacked In the neighborhood of Lincoln park by one of the most vlc'ous
types of criminals, and last Saturday
night an attempt was made by two
men to hold up Jas. S. Duncan. There
have also been petty thieveries. It i
certain that an exceedingly bad gang
has been operating here.
The officers have been doing the
right thlng In rounding up every suspicious character and demanding that
every man who Is out of employment
give a satisfactory account of ,
move on or go to Jail. This
work should be kept up until the
force has rid the city of every hobo,
tough and loafer.
.
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Joint Statehood
Wins in Debate
At the regular meeting of the Mutual Aid and Literary society of the
west side, the long debated question r
'
"Do we want Joint Statehood?" was
settled in the affirmative,
All the member of the society but
one were present at this session, and
that one waa out of town. For four
. months the subject had been debated,
but a conclusion could never be reach
eJ, and although twice It waa voted
upon by the members of the society,
I each time the vote resulted In a tie.
At the last session the dcbatoia
'

.

public-spirite- d

It was 9 before the euchre playing
began and ten games were played,
sixteen tables being utilized. After
the cards came dancing to excellent
music furnished by the Las Vegas
orchestra. The dance kept up until
1:30. Coffee, cake and sandwiches
were served during the evening.
Everybody had the finest kind of a
time, but from the viewpoint of many,
...
.. . . day. Oct. 21. 1902.
the most satisfactory result was the
The success of the Masonic Fair it
considerable sum of money netted, to
now history. For two weeks the big
be applied to the library funds.
building on Lincoln and Post streets
has been the center of attraction for
thousands of people. ' Crowds have
FAVORABLE BEbeen the Invariable rule every evening during that time and as a result
the Mtsonlo Temple Association of
Spokane has realised a sum pf mon-ewhich will go a long ways toward
building the new home of masonry in
this city. .,
The Masons have worked' hard1 and
faithfully, the ladles have taken up
the work with energy and proved
that disinterested enthusiasm in a
good cause is not a thing of the past
The merchants, other secret orders
To Apply Only to Organized and the citizens at large have ail
helped the good cause along.
Territories, Arizona, New
These are all tacts, out over and
; above all of the various participants
vflfxico, OKUhony r4
-

-

v

port on Atm--

CAM8LIHC BILL

-

.

,attBjtaesJ

..

ijj,"

IVnuan Territory

Griffith, attorneys for appellant
Case No. 1102, entitled Bank of
Commerce, appellant, vs. Balrd Mining company, appellee; argued and
submitted. Chlklers attorney for ap
pellant, and Wllkerson attorney for
appellee.
W. D. Wasson of Kstancla was ad
mitted to the bar on certificate of
practice before other courts. He took
In the fair work, over all the causes the oath and signed the roll yesterday.
Court then adjourned until 10
which have militated toward making
o'clock
a
today.
the event
soclnl ana financial success such perhupg u Spokune has
Justice Bone sentenced the youths
never seen before, above all causes
and motii largely responsible for all who were arretted for circulating bo
of gus Wer tern Union messages to six
effects, stands the personality
of
Noble
F.
Martin
Manager
Utlca, ty days In the county Jail. The ' boys
made a full confession.
N. Y.
Col. Mart In has had a wldo experience and that, taken together with hU
natural ability and aptitudo, has mad)
a manager, who by his work in Spokane,, has deserved the unstinted
praise of all. He came here about
six weeks ago and since then he has
spent his time and energy In making
the Masonic fair what It surely was,
Special to the Optic.
the biggest function of Its kind ever
Santa
Fe, Jan. 26. Governor vl
the
in
this
of
given
part
country.
Hagerman received a dispatch
'v'
Kept 'em Coming.
from
Prescott,
Arizona,
Before the fair opened he,; by his
thia morning stating that ft O
knowledge of human nature and his
man who gave his name . as
magical ability, combined all of the
John Bell, hod confessed to
various elements and put them all
.' the murder
of Col. Chaves.
e)
to work for the common end. After
assassin
The
the opening his work was ctlll mashad been placed1 under arrest
terly. He made the people visit the
and the governor had dispatch-- ,
untirhis
and
and
brain
fertile,
fair,
ed an agent to Prescott to In- ing activity kept something doing all
were
to
vestigate the matter and take
bound
time
and
the
people
.
e)
come again. He held the workers to- O charge of the prisoner.
as
so
gether and manipulated them
to keep perfect harmony and to get
the most good out of their efforts. His
eye waa everywhere during the evenings when the fair was open and it
was Colonel Martin who always had
something to suggest when the Interest began to flag.
Thoroughly practical, of One business ability, with executive qualities
far above the average, he has made
success where many would have
failed. His keen Judgment of men,
his uniform courtesy to all gives Col.
Martin mastery over men far above
the ordinary and makes him an ideal
manager. Financially, his manage
ment la 'conducted along
business methods.. Debts have "been Nine Mere Survivors Drought in
'
paW
'hey hove beea incurred,'
Rescue
frcst S&rn
4

Confesses to Murder
of Col. Chaves

self-confess-

;

no UK

,

of

,

--

ficials are unable to give particulars
of the seriousness of the mutiny,
which Is due to the reserve men.
Those troops are thoroughly undlsci
plined and are clamoring for their
immediate
home,
transportation
though the government has given
them precedence over the trans Siber
lan railroad in addition to chartering
all available steamers.
.

to

Find Water in West Africa

!

,

reputation as- ft water finder, but
scientists refuse to admit he has dls
covered water by means of the dlvln
Ing rod. The empeorr head of his
ability to locate water and' decided
to utlllte'hls power for the purpose of
alleviating the chronic water famine In
German southwest Africa, where the
German troops are seriously handicapped by lack of .water.
-

.
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Gen. Wheeler Answers Reveille
From the Shores of Eternity

'

'

Hull of

:

f

Stumer Sunk With fitsidue That
Clung to tht Wreck.

Forty-Fou-

r

.

Won't

e

half-bree- d

Philippines

IIICVORiiTE

A. R. Robert, Well Known Li
quor Man Enters tht firm,

It

The CtttiMis Will
Orsatty Enlarged
and tht Firm Will Erect a Rnt El J .

Guild!.! on Bildgt Street

Ray wood A company, importers and
wholesale liquor dealers, the oldest
liquor house In Las Vegas, have ds '
elded to incorporate and enlarge the
business. The company has Increased
its capital and made Btrontf distillery
connections, and beginning February
1st, the Arm of Haywood A Roberta,
Inc., will conduct the business of the
old firm of Raywood 4 company, es
.
l lMlk
tah1Ukul In hta
The papers were drawn up for Incorporation at $10,000 yesterday ftnd
foi warded to Santa Fe and will undoubtedly he acted upon at once.
Thomas J. Ray wood located In Las
Vegas In 1879 and he Is so well
known snd his reputation for reliability and integrity Is so well established that It Is useless to speak of
him ftt length. A. R. Roberts, ths
new member of the firm, has, for str-- ;
era! years been connected with the.
famous Ehswhin distillery In different capacities, both In tht cf
flee and on V the road.
!!
waa born In Stuttgart, Germany, and
educated .in the famous schools of
that city. During his commerclftl trips .
to the west. Mr. Roberts became acquainted with this section of the country and Is an enthusiastic believer in
the future of Las Vegaa nd New
Mexico. He is by experience and
education well qualified for msrean-t- n
life and srtll hft ' tSaf factor In
the success of the new Arm.
It will be the policy of the new
nnn to extend tpe wnoiesaie liquor
business over the territory of Naw
Mexico, Arkonft and adjoining; states,
They will do a general jobbing busi
ness, and will handle all the good
brsnds of liquors, wines; ales, and
cigars demanded by the trade.
In connection with their wholesale
business Messrs. Raywood ftnd Roberts have become stockholders In the
Bhftwhan distillery, which Is one of
the few old fashioned high grade makv
er of whiskies remaining ftnd is entirely Independent of the whiskey
trust 'The big distillery hat been
operated in three centuries,- and their,
whiskey has been distilled by four
generations of Shawans.
Raywood 'eV Roberts are owners of
ft very large amount of each of the
crops of whiskey produced by the
snawnan distillery during the past
ten years, which is stored in the IT. 8.
bonded warehouse of the Shawhan
registered " distillery, No. 8 and' la
shipped direct to Raywood ft Roberta
Co. as required. A carload of whiskey
is now on the road to this city.
The firm is planning to entirely remodel snd to enlarge their pressor
quarters at the west end of the bridge
on Bridge street. J. H. York, who
conducts a grocery store one door
west of the wholesale liquor house,
has about decided to remove his store
to the- - east side aa soon as he can
obtain a desirable location, ftnd tn
that case the new Arm will rent the
vacated business , room, cut an archthe two
way through,: connecting
rooms, and conduct their wholesale
business on, jwe side and the retail
oh the other.' " The rooms will be remodeled In elegant style and ft fine
bar and fixtures' will be Installed in
the front room of the present quarters '
and a large warehouse will be built
In the rear. In case the adjoining
room cannot be secured, the new firm
will erect a fine, large building
on their present site, giving them
ample room for the transaction of
their Immense business.
.
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The
Seattle, Wash., Januarv
steamship Topeka brought no survivors of, the Valencia .save those already, reported. The total saved, according to the figures of officials of
the Pacific company Is forty. Including three men found on Turret Island and one man believed to be
alive on the Island, but whot it Is
expected has been located by Indians.
This also Include three reported
on the beach near Klanewakt The
tug Pioneer, returning from the wreck
last night, reported nothing left of
the hull of the Valencia.
Difficult Reseut.
Victoria, January 2.6. Word was
received last night at Bamfleld'" from
parCaptain Ferris, who left with
ty from the steamer Salvor to bring
In nine, survivors ofj the Valencia
who were at Darling river, about 15
miles from Bamfleld. The party was
twelve hours on the ' trial and the
survivors . suffered great privations.
Some had , to walk In bare feet and
others were insufficiently , clothed.
News has also reached here that four
more eurvlvors have been rescued
from Turret Island, where they landThis orlngs the
ed from a raft.
number of survivors, so far as known,
, . up to 37 persons.
25.

.

'

Two Hundred Hurt.

Curt

New York, Jan. 26. General Joseph
Wheeler died late yesterday afternoon,
.
;
Ths Burial.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 26. Gen.
efal Joseph Wheeler, who died yesSanta Fe Officer Pariah arrested terday, will be buried in Arlington
two "boes" yesterday, who gave their cemetery with full military honors.
names as John Miller and Henry Detn-erthe former being white and the
latter had the appearance of a half Uncle Sam
breed negro. They were taken beSell
fore Justice Otero and the former
was given as sentence of forty-fivdays In the county bastlle, but it was
decided to hold the homely
Washington, D. C January 26.
until Inquiries could be made to see
if he was wsnted anywhere in the ter- The following cablegram has been
ritory.
received by the secretary of war from
Both were taken to the Jail, and In General Ide at Manila:
going through their clothes to remove
"The natives are much disturbed by
any valuables from their person, becable
slating that Ambassador Wright
fore turning them loose among the
authorized to negotiate the
has
been
an
rest of the prisoners,
ugly looking
An
forty-fouwith a load In every cham- sale of the Inland to Japan.
usewill
be
denial
from
authentic
you
ber, was found In the "coon's" hip
pocket. It made the officers shiver ful."
as
to
the
Taft
cablegram
replied
to think how near to death they had
been several times at the hands of follows:
"The cable statement referred to
the negro hobo. He was given ft hearIn
senand
In
your cablegram has not the slightafternoon
the
late
ing
tenced to ninety days, and meanwhile est vestige of trutli. It Is not only
untrue, but absurdly so."
his record will be Investigated.
r,

Ptrty
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Kaiser Sends Diviner

With a
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-
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Prisoner to
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Another 'Furious Revolt by
Soldiers at Vladivostok

St. Petersburg, Jan. 26 According
to
advices received here, a mutiny
Washington, D. C, January 26.
broken out again at Vladivostok.
has
The house committee on Judiciary toNo details are available, the censorday decided to report favorably on the
and
Llttlefleld bill to pronibt gambling ship being operative over, press
that
but
the report
in the territories of me United States. private telegrams,
The bill is so worded that its prov- General Sellvanoff, commander of the
ision, in the' opinion of the com- army corps, has . been wounded, Is
mittee, will apply only to the or- confirmed. The war department of
territories,
ganised
namely New
Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma and Indian territory.
'
Statehood Bill.
Washington, D. C, January 2C The
senate committee on territories took
Alup'the, statehood bill today.
though ' the bill was passe, by the
house, it has not yet been received
Berlin, January 26. Curious interby the senate.
est attaches to the announcement that
The senate committee has agreed to
William has commissioned
report favorably the statehood bill Emperor
as passed by the house. Some minor Herr von Uslarm, chief government
amendments have been made in the official of Apenrade province of
bill.
Schteswlg-Hotstefto proceed to
:
Double Duty.
German southwest Africa and find
Washington, January 26. Theodore subterranean springs by means of a
F. Shonts, chairman of the isthmian
divining rod. Von TJslar has a wide
canal commission today testified that
he is drawing $12,000 annually from
the Clover Leaf railway. He receives
He
$30,000 from the government.
will be examined later regarding his
railroad connection

.
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Senate Committee Will Retort Statehood
Bill Substantially as it Passed the
House.

ran

,

-

,

r

F. Martin of IHlcn, New
York, who will put on the Carnival of
Nations four weeks hence, arrived in
the city last night and is already to
begin his big campaign. The fair
will run for two weeks at the Duncan
opera house. Col. Martin has bad
notable success In putting on this famous attraction and he see In Las
Vegas a fine field.
The fair will be given under the
auspices of the Driving Park and Fair
association and the gentlman will be
afforded every possible assistance by
the
business men of
Laa Vegas. The fair association wishes to raise enough money from the
fair to put the organization In fine
condition for next year's Northern
New Mexico fair.
The list of Col. Martin's attractions
are very many and varied. , There
wilt be something doing all the time
every evening for two weeks, and
somthing mightly interesting too.
The Spokane Chronicle, speaking of
Col. Martin's success there say; ,
They've Worked Hard.
The Chronicle, Spokane, Wash.', TuesCol. Noble

Library Entertainment.

Opera Bar club' rooms lam night,
about $340 being secured. At 11:10 a,
medium sized man, wearing a closely
buttoned overcoat, Ills face hldJitn by
h brown mask, walked In througlv the
Baloon door, and passing through Into
the club, met Jim Harrison, tha bartender, coming back Into the saloon.
He ordered him to hold up his hands.
Aa Harrison stared Into the barrel ot

NO. 70

CoL Noble Merlin's Famous
Carnival of Nations To Be
Given in Vegas Next Month

IIP

i
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THE LAS VEGAS DAILY

V

program provides that
the funeral shall be held at St John's
church here Monday af
EplHCopal
ternoon and an escort consisting of
troops from all branches of the ser
vice will accompany the body to the
cemetery.
A tentative

Jefferson City, Mo., January 2C
The Missouri Pacific express,,
dashed Into affreight train
standing on the main track todeft and
nearly 200 passengers were bruised,
The
but none were seriously hurt.
freight caught fire and ten cars Were
at
burned. The express, running
full speed, rounded . the curve and
cars.
ploughed through ten freight
one truck of a' car of the pasCnly
The Supreme Court continued Its senger train left the rails, an only
seswlon yesterday In the chambers the engine was damaged.
'
In the capltol building:,
The following business was trans
acted:
Case No. 1122, entitled Territory of
New Mexico, ex rel., Bird 8. Coler and
8t. Petersburg, Jan. ,26. Colonel
E. Chapman, appellees Vs. the Boar
of County Commissioners of Santa ProBorovakl, cnief of gendarmes of
Fe county, appellant; set for hearing Pcnss, esst Russia, has been InformMonday, January 29. Spiess and Dav- ed by the local revolutionary organis, attorneys for appellee, and Ab- izations that the recent murder of
bott end Renchan,' attorneys for Colonel Llssovskl, commanding, ths
seventy-eightInfantry division, by
t
appellant.
Case No. 1119. entitled the Terri- members of the organization, was a
blunder. He was mistaken for Colonel
tory of New Mexico, appellee, vs.
and
Prosorovakl, and the organisation noTals, appellant; argued
submitted.' Prichard attorney for ap- tified him the error would shortly be
pellee, and Fielder, Dougherty and rectified.
wett-boun-

Supreme Court.

.
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Shot the Wrong Aan.

.

h

Hapgood Comes Free
New . York, Jan. 26. The Jury In
the Town Topics case returned the
verdict that Editor Norman HftpRood
is not guilty of criminal libel. Prosecuting Attorney Jerome In his closing remarks intimated that Hapgood
should be acquitted, and he scored
Town Topics and Incidentally roasted
thfi yellow Journal. The Jury waa out
ten minutes. Hapgood was charged
with the criminal libel of Justice
Deuel.
The complaint In the ease
was based on ftn editorial In Cottier's in August last, bearing on Jusconnection with Town,
tice. Deuel's
'
Toctss.
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car supply and the competition of Missouri and Texas In addition to
fuel oil and Bus, which have seriously Arkansas an-f- Indian territory,
iu the Rocky Mountain region gener- affected the coul production of Ar
nil., .ul uf ..Inrv wimllt Inrw llHVM tlTH.
kansas and Indian territory, the coal
vailed, and the coal production in
Industry in the southwest has ' beta mot of tho mutes embraced lu that
handicapped by a notable scarcity of section shows a considerable Increase.
labor.
This has been felt in the The Industry In California, Washingentire territory within the lines of ton and Oregon, .however, Is beginthe southwestern interstate coal op- ning to feel the effects of the Increaserators' association, which Includes ed production of California fuel oil.
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INHERITANCE
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conditions,
tht sWu!a mav be acauired under certain
of blood, cr who
the
ties
related
are
who
I'arcnU
by
inherited.
It h usua.lv
are sur
have a consumptive tendency, or family blood taint of any character,
mc
wm
cuwuren
in
to transmit it to tUcir
-r
' "- onuic
iBheriud gorofuU. and about ssvtn
eyes, CaUrrh. emaciated bodies and
avaiiabU
dootor
ccncral weak constUuttons are tne . Trid ...wry
i I lu
bmau
t,. t
u
wc
wavs
wnicu
in
ol biur
all
fu
liaa
bop
aivsn
up
f4Ct,
tinncipal
ease is manifested. The blood has
been disease! Irombtrth. and being in gwVb?Mh a"ai5S
win, lo t y
- B.s.8. Aftsr takinff six bottlss. I felt a
ti,:,..Ki;- - mnnni nmmrlv nourtor
the
tstur. Icon- woni.rful chaaM
ixHiy and Scroluu i, the re. tmu1 to uka it femijout six months,
iso
srlt A hereditary disease like this- taking in all sbout t?jeon lottlss,
can 'only be reached, by a constituIMCIIOI,
I
noifimT cauals
o e .
;,,r. tnr it it cleanses and itrenetheus the deteriorated blood,
drives out all acrofulous and tubercular deposits, and there is a gradual butt
. o.o. auppura w m?
sure return to, ueaun.
anaemic, lifeless blood the properties necessary
to build back to strong, robust health, and does
this pentlv and so thoroughly that no signs oi
the disease are ever seen in after life. Being
T purely vegetable S. S. S. is the best remedy, for
DH0CI
fUHr.LTv urcrTaRt
TLttblRBkb.
harmless but healing ingredients
bloodless faces with vigorous
enter into the circulation and replace wax-likabout Scrofula and
information
Book
with
health.
with
strength glowing
medical advice free
TlX SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA, GA.
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THINGS WISE AND OTHERWISE
BY UNCLE

ASUi
4fwwbJ

T.rntr.

las' Sunday mornln'

Dad he bps to
"Say, Johnnie, I've anoshun to
go over to Santy Fee to 'tend the
'naugerashun, an' your ma sea you
'
can go along."
Sea I, "Dud, what'a a 'naugerashun,
and does it cost anything to see?"
Pad be latter fit to kill hlsself and
he ses. "Wei, John, a 'naugerashun
when the glorious ship of state changes captains, mebby crews, and still
'
keeps a sullln', and a sallin, right
'thout
along,
losing a inch, un' it won't
cost us nothln' to see it, but, Sonny,
It s goln' to be a mltey cosily site
fur some of them old offts holders."
An' then Dad he luffed a lot more.
So we went down to Lamy
an'
there we fell in with a hole lot of
folks all goln' to Santy Foe.
Dad he ted it peured to him like
'bout every office holder In the territory 'cept Justices of th piece' and
constables was there and they wasn't
cos they didn't have no passes, poor
me.

r(iajJ"fj(r-J- j

ATI ANT!

)

)

that steps Irritation, subduta InCwrv

msmi ana arms set rain.

i

)

TKIXTZS
p:RN

the Pom, loosens ths Fibrous Tissues, pro
ctrewasoa of u oooo, gmnf im muscim natural

mots

i
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C? PARALYSIS
"If?

6URED

XT. 8. Bailey, P. O. Trai, Tmm, writes!
.wife had
years with paralysis la
hei arm, whan I
persuaded to um Ballard's
Snow Llnfansnt, which effected a com pitta curt. I
bar alio nsad it (or old sores, frost bites and skia
eraptiona. It dots Um work."

btsCsrjfiv
u

ONCE TRIED,
ALL ftUSSTlTUTCS

CAHTM

CZST UfKSSSNT ON

REtUtK

ALWAYS

,

USS9

TI2ESCXSs 25c, te el 5 1.CO
BALLARD CNOW LINIMENT CO.
CT.

"clu

LCU3, U. & A.

Aisa tjrec"-

r::o by

-

fellers.
They was three cars loaded full to
the doors goln' up and 'bout four
miles- from Lamy they was a great
excitement In the las' car and Dad

CENTER BLOCK DRUG COMPANY.

-

ANNUAL REPORT ON
COAL PRODUCTION
Th

Put

Yexr Wm One of Rtcord - Drcskin

he went to see wat was it all about
Well, Dad cam back he ses, it was
because the conducktor nad a attak of
heart failure cos some .roan paid him
a cash fair instead of offerln' him a
pass like every one else.
My Dad's a offle funny man, some
times
Dad an a other man' they talked
'bout who was there. Dad ses "There
'a Mister Chllders and Frank Hubbel,
gest they's going up to gloat over the
The man
little governor' finish."
he ses, "Where's Brother Tom?" an
Dad he ses, "Oh, I reckln' Tom ain't
got ho gloat a cummin' this trip and
so he .stayed home..'
--
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Then they laffed a offle lot more.
Nex' day I heard Dad tell a man
'at he'd been told they was a "oSf
holders'
Socletv'
formed in Santy Fee, an' every offis
holder hud to join it an' the main ar- ticket of the. constitushun and
wos a ruto 'at enny offle holder
wot offered h!s reslgnashun to the
new governor 'thout
asked
being
twlcet for it, was fined $200.
'Nen the man he ses to Dad,
an' I heerd 'at wen Mister Hagermau
he heerd 'bout It he ses to nlaselt'
"Oi man yo better be pourln' sum oil
on these ) ere t rubbled watters, an'
The Sons of Hermann are arrangquiet down them ruffled . splrrlts a
bit befour this insurreckshun gets too ing to give a dance on St. Valentine's
night at Gallup.
big to be tamed."
So he takes, his tellyphone down an'
The two main races for which
calls up Macksfrost, and ses, "Mister
offered purses laxt Tuesday
Frost you bein' the mouth piece of
the aduninlstrashun for so menny were won by Capltan horses.
years passed, it gives me pleasure to
allow your splendid jourqnal to announce to a waltln' peepul'.'et my
pollby will be not to remove or dis
turb any faithful servant of the late
admlnlstrashun, an' as a token of my
slnserrity I shall retane in my own
offlshlal fambly the follerln' offi
bl-la-

0sOK20

e,

Clyde Ivle attempted suicide by cutting his tnroat with a pocket knife at
Farmlngton recently. He was plckel
up shortly after and carried into Dr.
Guthrie's office where Drs. Guthrie
and McDwen tied up the arteries and
veins and dressed the wound.
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Want Anything?

I

that when you want to sell or buy
anything, want help or want work, want to let
or to rent rooms or in fact want anythingthat
the best place on earth to get it is in a
Do you know

shialB."

Rite hear the man tole Dad 'at
Mister Frost, got soeggslted 'at he
had to holler for Mister Whtters to
cum and take down wat the egover-ne- r

'

sed.
'Xen the governer

Newspaper's Want Column

he sed, "I shal
retain the services of Governor Ote-rs private seckreterry allso Addyou-tan- t
r
Oiaeral Tarklngton an' the
,
of the Capitol building."
An' Dad Beg 'at wen the offIs ld-ers
eoclety heard the good news they
held a extry meetin' an' raised the
line to $500, and closed the sesshuu
by singin' "Hole the Fort" an "Wait
till the Clouda rol by."
o

People have of late years gotten into the habit of
looking up this column every day and advertising
in it brings big returns for the money expended

Jau-nitu-

nary demand for coal was also crea
Washington,
C, January
"m coal mining," aaya Mr. E. W. ted by the widespread activity in
Parker, author of th annual report the steel and cement industries, which,
on the production of coal, whlcn la together with the railroads, took a
published by the United States Geolo large part of the output of the north
;
gical Survey, "the year 1105 was one era Appalachian region., vf
seTwo influence appear to
have
of reoor! breaking activity"
'
El Paso parties say that owing to
The anthracite trade ha been
riously affected the coal mining in- WOMAN CHARGED WITH
MYSTERIOUS MURDER, the heavy snowfall this winter in T
good. The market for pre dustry in Ohio." First, it Is evlcent
New Mexico, a repetition
of last
pared alses for domestic use took that a large number of operations
all the coal that could be ' produced. have recently been begun by men Chicago, III, January 26. One of 'spring's flood disaster is teared when
X
'
During the spring and summer the who .are comparatively new to the the many, mysterious crimes that have j the enow melts and runs Into the
mall sixes, which are use, in com- business, and are ignorant of many of blackened the pages of Chicago's hU Rio Grande.
petition with bituminous coal,' f5r the contingent expenses of mining, tory during the last few months may
ttteam purposes, were not in great but who are ambitious for tonnage be solve tomorrow when 'an inquest
without due regard to returns. This will be held over the body of Walter
demand, but with the Increased1
activity of the later month tho caused a general depression In prices Niemann. On December 13 last Niedemand for anthracite coal of Btnull throughout the state, particularly dur- mann and Miss Lucille McLeod were
slaea naturally Increased, especially ing the summer months, which result- found together in a room in the Emas there was a marked scarcity of ed in irregular operations and in- pire hotel. Niemann was dying from
bituminous coal. Statistics show that creased cost. The second factor a bullet wound in his head ahdj the
In the production of anthracite coal which has Influenced the Ohio trade young woman was unconscious with
for the year there was an increase has been the enormous development a bullet wound In her side. Niemann
(Of 6
per cent over the production of the Industry in West Virginia, died without regaining consciousness.
of 1904, and about 3
per cent, over where mines not restricted by union The revolver which had been used
the output of 1903.
wages and rules have been able to was found beneath Niemann's body on
While the production of bitumi bring to Ohio, and to other markets the bed when he was discovered. He
nous coal has, In most states, exceed for Ohio mines, a superior grade of apparently, had been' shot from beed the production of previous years, coal at prices which seriously affect hind. Miss MeLeod, who la about to
recover from her wounds, has been
the operations of the mine have been the home product
with the murder of Niemann.
of
a
In
of
Illinois
the
feature
charged
shortage
seriously hampered by
special
,
v.;"';;;.
cars.
the year was the passage by the leg-- ! It Is alleged that the deed resulted
Notwithstanding the interruption to telature of what la known at the from Niemann's announcement of his
business caused by a strike of the "8hot Firers"; bill. The passage of intention to desert Miss McLeod and
mine workers and the fact that the this bill, which provides that the coal marry another young woman.
operators of Alabama and Tennessee shall be shot down by men specially
nave been somewhat inconvenienced employed for the purpose rather' than MEDAL FOR BERNHARDT
FROM CERCLE FRANCAI8.
by the lack of cars, the production by the miners themselves, caused a
of coal throughout ne state of Ala number of complications and resulted
bama showed a pronounced Increase in a
'of eight days through
Boston, Mass., January 26. In recover that of the preceding pear. Ow- the state. This was the first general ognition of her greatservicesto French
ing to the strike a targe portion vt shutdown of the coal mines of ' Illi life and history, Mme. Sarah BernAlabama's export coal trade was cut nois since 1897. In uoth Illinois and hardt was today presented with aj
off. On the other iiand the manufac- Indiana the coal trade during
the gold medal by members of the Cer-- j
summer months was in unsatisfactory cle Francals of Harvard university,
turers and other domestic coal
aumers used much more coal, than condition, and prices were according- The metal has heretofore been given
'
.before, and prices reached a consid- ly depressed.
;
only to men of eminence, Mme. Bernformer
hardt
than
Arkan
level
In
the
in
southwest,
being the first woman in the
including
erably higher
y
sas and Indian territory, the year on world to possess one.
years.
The conditions In Alabama naturally thfl whole was disappointing to pro
stimulated to an appreciable degree ducers; During tfie latter part of
the production in the adjoining state the year, however, there was a notefit Tennessee and also that of eastern worthy Increase In the demand for
coal, and the production during No 4 A1 Kanfmann vs. Dave Barry, 20
Kentucky.
comvember and December was limited rounds, at Los Angeles. Cal. '
the
Notwithstanding
general
plaint As to lack of cars, the rail- only by the car supply. The decline
Arthur Cote vs. "Kll" Pante, 15
roads moved more coal in West Vir- in the production of Texas fuel oil rounds, at Augusta, Me.
ginia, and also in Maryland and Penn- and the consequent increase in the
Tom Kinsley va. Thomas Rellly, 20
sylvania than ever before. This con- price of that of the commodity re- rund?fl at Great Falls, Mont
dition naturally means that the rail- sulted) In an increased- demand for
"Spider" Walch vs. "Rube" 8mlth,
much coal for the railroads and Industrial
roads themselves Consumed
rounds, at Denver, Col.
U
more coal than usual. An extraordi purposes in Texas. Besides the short
vs.
Charley
Sullivan
Tommy
O'Rourke, 20 rounds, at Lawrence,
'
::V "V'v"'
Mass.;"';'
D.
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An Optic Want Ad
is sure to bring results. Rates are only 5c per
line of six words or 20c per line per week. Less
than lc per word. Try one today.
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FBhave made'arrangrements with the
FASHIONS PUBLISHING CO.
of Philadelphia. Pa , for the Masra- zine "FASHIONS," a publication
issued monthly. This magazine has twen-
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ESTABLISHED--
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V
THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

Us Vcju New
'

JSFFCSON
C.

0,

Mexico,

CmlMtt lalldlag. 6th Si

KAYN0LDS. Prttldent
RAYNOLDI,

HALLCTT

Cashtcr.

RAYNOLDI Au't Caihicr

ganaral banking bnalnts transacted.
InUrtai palo on time deposit.
Iswum Domsttlo

and Fontgn Ktehanfa.

Richard T. Capron, Howard Fielding, S. L.
Harrell, Adalma R. Wolf, and many other
noted authors. Four full pages of Paris
and New York fashions.
This magazine will be given FREE to
all Ladies desiring: the same. Ask for a
card, after which you receive "Fashions"
every month for one year.
January number now ready.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Homssttad Entry No. 5833.

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
uary 2, 1006.
Notice Is hereby given that the
settler has filed notice
wing-named
of hU Intention to make final proof in
support of his 'claim, and that said
will be made before United States
Court Court Commissioner, at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, on February 6,
1906, vis. Christian Nelson, of San
Miguel County, New Mexico, for the
S W
See 27,
8 E
5 12. S E
N W 14. Bee. 84 T 10 N R
N E
follo-

1--

1--

1--

13 E.

He names the following witnesses
to prove nts continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, vis:
Leon Nelson, of Anton Chlco, New
Mexico; Trinidad Banchet, of Anton
Chlco, New Mexico; Crescendo
of Vlllanuevj. New Mexico;
Lazaro Flores, of Villanuera, New
Man-tanarc- s,

A

.

ty pages of interesting literature, by such
writers as Augusta Prescott, Robert Barr,

1876.
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Mexico.
MANUEL
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R. OTERO, Register.
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RAILROAD NEWS

which will take cars of

DAILY OFTIQ

National,

way Live 100 Years
The chances for living a full century are excellent In the case of Mrs.
Fe
Jennie Duncan, of Haynesvllle, Me,
now 7tf ears old. toe writes; "Eleo-triTlMeTable No. It,
cured ni of chronic dysThtt Will Savt You Money pepsiaHitters
IIfBtlvsDibrl0th, Ms,
of 20 years standing, and made
nie feel as well and strong as a young bast sous
wast Boon
Mo. 44
UOm
girl." Electric Bitters cure Stomacn Vm
Potatoes, i lbs., 25c.
II Man... s. . ...Snnca
... :apat
....r
111:61
nx
and Liver diseases, Blood disorders,
.M ,v....MpMMl,., Lv
p
l:Wp aa
Sugar, 16 lbs., 11.00.
ll p m ..J...
wbulo ...Cv ..
General Debility and bodily weakness. i110
25 lbs. corn meal, 55c.
p m ...SI ... JUrrvooit f? . Jl at p as
Swandown flour, 50 lb, suck. 11.23. Sold on a guarantee at all druggists. 4m p m ..M ,.. Jimiit Lv...0 :W d as
.? TrHlrafv..lOapoi
:Mpm..l.
Dlamoud M Hour, 50 lb, sack, 11.25, Price ouly 60c.
,v anwmiw,. Lv.... :Wpa
4Apra,
Liberty Dell flour, 60 lb. sock, 11.60.
IE? ...II fc
.fmablo
l:iam.SHT.
i
On Monday night a home talent
Imperial flour, 50 lb. sack, f 1.50,
company presented a play entitled fata m . ..Sr. .DiwT... JL Z f M aa
8 bars of soap for 25c,
"8aved, or a Wlfe'a Peril," at Fruit-lan35c.
30c
Train
at Bmbado far dinner whose
and
Butter,
The participants were C. J. rood maniaMpr curved.
oonascmcs
Mrs.
Colly or,
Lucy Burnham, Miss
At A ntnnlto for DurnoKo. Mlvtrtaa, and la
Vlda'Burnham,
Elwood
MeC.ee,
Henry
RICHMOND'S
CASH GROCERY
At A U maun for Dram, Pteble and
McGee and Grant, and It was well
.tan
inrdsM
Bf4lnupuinU via
National
and
Twelfth
Its.
Car,
....
via La vm nm of Uta narrow awn vaa
s.
iim
presented.
i
nl

across the Isthmus. The projected
une and its Mexican connection will
shorten the rail dstance between New
Orleans, Houstou and the City of Mexico about 300 miles,

Oklahoma Promoters Alleged to be Using
umanea, Yaqui River & Pacific Extent
sion for Fraudulent Land Selling
Scheme

D. Ci R. O.

Spocial Gash Salo

the new line

Santa

siTi::.iiY,j::i.27

A. N. Drown, general freight agent
of the Southwestern, la In Chicago
attain, and it is retorted that before
returning he will name a man to fill

Syctcm

Drench,

o

,

.It:?

.

.

the position of (raveling freight and
passenger agent of the Southwestern.

l.

.

railroad offlcals have
ceived copies of the Railway Age's
railway ofbiographical directory
ficials of America for 190(1. The book
was edited and compiled by T.
Susbey, associate editor of the
Railway Age.
Local

Ictoria, the mysterious
metropolis ment of
w the Rio Yaqul region of
Sonora, Hable to
Mexico, it) a much sought
region it stances.
uum seem at the present time. A upon the

damages that a traveler is
encouuter in such clrcum
For the indignity 'afllcted
passenger in the presonce of
other passengers by being refused
me berth which he had purchased
and by being obliged to leave the
sleeping car, and for the Inconven
ience and annoyance which he suffers
by being obliged to travel in a day
coach without sleeping or washing facilities, and being obliged to change
cars at early and late hours, he should
be compensated. Although the de
cisloni on this point are not fully In
accord, the trend of judicial authority
is that these are elements of damage
for which recovery may be had."

wort interesting feature of the ex.
citing search for this modern El
o
is that none of the
who
are seeking the place aeenipeople
to be able
" una it, notwithstanding the fact
that they own town iota and are
with "bine prlnU" showing tho
location of the "city" on the
Yaqul River ft Paclflo railroad
extension in Mexico. Diligent Inquiry in railroad circlet alio falls to
bring out any information concerning
the new and wonderful town.
Interesting developments In connection with the City of Victoria
may
be expected to
transpire In Oklahoma
Who Would Manage ThsmT
City okla.. within a few
days. In
In an address delivered in New Ha
Oklahoma City Is located the
ven recently Thomas E. Byrnes, vice- of the "Toledo Development offices
ft Ex- president
of the New York, New Ha
ploration company of Oklahoma City.
ven and Hartford railroad discussed
Oklahoma, and Cludad Victoria,
aa follows:
Mexico."
The company
has government ownership
been selling lots In Victoria to
'Many people are advocating gov
In Oklahoma, and one
of the lot ernment ownership of transportation
what state or city has
owners. Mr. W. P. Reese, a prominent companies,
wrmer and stockman of Otebo, Okla, shown such skill In the managing of
as In Ntogales this week, en route public affairs that It should be trust
to Victoria. Here, at the gateway to ed with the problem of transports
'
ronora, ne could find no one who had tlon? Not Pennsylvania, where the
ever heard of Victoria, until
officials occupation seems to
public
quite re
cently when letters of Inquiry were be shaking the plum tree. , Not Phlla
received by residents of the Line city delphla, where the honest men have
In regard to the new, booming town
almost lost hope. Not New York,
of Victoria.
Mr. Reese was a very where the dive keeper becomes a boss
mucn surprised man and remained In and millionaire before his family has
town long enough to consult a number time to move from the rooms above
of Nogales men who have passed back the saloon to the mansion his new
and forth through the country de money has secured. Not Chicago,
scribed many times In the past ten which, with all Its boasting, can not
01 twelve years, none of whom had keep Its streets clean, and where In
ever heard of Victoria. No one con many quarters life is not safe after
nected with the extension of the Ca- - dark.'
nanea, Yaqul River & Pacific rail
"In many places the men who man
road, on which lne the town is de- age the public affairs have never sue
scribed as being situated, had ever ceeded In managing their own, and It
heard of the place.
is those who moet loudly Insist that
Mr. Reese then bought a ticket for they are the men to be
given places
Oklahoma City, with "blood in his of trust. On the other hand, the men
eye." He announced his Intention of directing the problems of transporta
of fraud against the tion in this country
today are, genermembers of the Toledo Development ally speaking, men of
ability
unlesB
& Exploration company,
they and high character. Willgreat
we depose
can show him their city of Victoria.
these men and make this problem,
Mr. Reese alleges he was told by which Is so
bound hp with
the vendors of the lots that the town all kinds ofessentially
business, an additional
was in the Yaqui valley and that the prize for the
politician who, to say
new road already had been graded to the
has
not ' won our confileast,
the place, but sixty miles of rails had dence?
;;:
yet to be laid before trains would, be
steam
"The
Is
locomotive
doomed;
running In; that the valley at that it is on Its way to the scrap .pile and
five
to
place is from one and one half
near electricity will take its place. Rates
miles wide, and on the
will be less because power will be
finest
the town, are 17,000 acres of the
and service will be more fre
cheaper
about
that
in
the
world;
pine timber
for
the same reason."
quent
In
the
1,500 men are employed there
The
purchase
mines.
Bawmllls and
deed
Laborers Hard to Get.
price of the lots was $35, and the
It
purthe
tu
Railroads In the west and north
with
to the lot brought
chaser the right to file upon 250 acres west need fully thirty thousand lathe borers whom they are unable to obof fine farm land, belonging to
addi- tain.
with
the'
Owing therefore to the great
government,
Mexican
acres
tional privilege of buying 5,000 cents scarcity .of men. much of the railroad
construction and betterments which
of government land at 37
had been planned for - this year may
acre.
per
the
Issued
"bulletin"
have to be abandoned.
by
A printed
t
Efforts have been made in all the
"comoany" and displayed here by Mr.
Reese, announced the Invention of the large cities of the country to Induce
company to run regular montniy ex laborers to go west for railroad work,
rnrainna from Oklahoma City to Clu but little success has been attained.
viotnri herlnntn? March 1. when The railroads are offering from $1.75
the railroad to the town site would to $2.50 without attracting men. One
railroad president who has been try
be completed, provided they could get
- .r.ntaA of aoo tickets for each ex-- ing vainly to find 3,000 men for work
excursion. They "expect on the first
ow In the northwest, stated that he had
excursion train to carry at leaai
not known labor to be eo scarce In
twenty-fiv- e
... ..
.j ,,,..;, ..
'
years. .
a
PeThe whole scheme is probably
"The 8t Paul, with other roads, Is
fraud.
,
having difficulty in this respect, and
It Is possible that some of the St.
Grill Cars on Central.
Paul extensions will be abandoned
As soon as cars, which have been ad efforts centralized on the new
ordered from the Pullmancompany
the Pacific coast extension, l
In Chicago, arrive in El Paw.
Among the extensions planned by
the
commence
Mexican Central will
the St. Paul are the following: Presho
division
Chihuahua
operaUon on the
cars which win to Rapid City, S. D., 175 miles; Mad!
of the new style grill
now used in son to Sioux Falls, forty miles, ten
car.
replace the buffet
miles of which, from Madison to
the service.
has been completed; forty-threThis will be a distinct improvement
of second
be
miles
track on the La
will
which
of the Central's service,
Crosse division between Watertown
welcomed by all travelers.
and Portage, Wis.: thirty miles of
The buffet cars which are now In
the
than
more
'regular second track on the river division
use are nothing,
stasleeper with a between LaCrosse and Dakota
Pullman drawing-roobetween Lake City and Waand
tion,
lunches
which
In
email compartment
'
basha.
and abort orders are prepared.
The grill room car, however, is
RAILROAD NOTIS.
equipped with a large kitchen In
which meals of almost any tort deMeals at all noon. Chill con carne,
sired may be prepared. There la also
Railroadmen's Rest
10a
room
car.
in
the
more tables
grill
; The new cars will first be put on
A mall crane has been erected on
between El Paso and Torreon, and lato
Southern Pacific at Lanark.
the
be
extended
will
on
ter
probably
.ivt
all divisions of the system.
r
The stockholders of the Rock
Louisiana and Arkansas railroad
Entitled to , Damages,
authorised the lease of the line
have
tn deciding that a Pullman passen
to
the
Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific,
waa
and
had
who
promised
ger
paid
for a lower berth which he did not by which company it will be operated.
receive, is entitled to more damages
Dsvld H. Moffatt, who Is building
than the mere recovery of hie Pulla
railroad through northern Colorado
man fare, the appellate court of New
York says: "Public policy also re- and Utah to Salt Lake City, states
to extend the line to
quires that a literal rule of damages that he expects
so
as to secure an outin
Ore.,
Portland,
the
accorded
plaintiff
should be
;
such case, tf the damages are In such let on the Pacific ocean.
esse to be limited to the cost of the
It Is stated by the promoters of
ticket, not only will the traveling pubthe
Brownsville, Hidalgo ft Northern
lic be seriously Inconvenienced and
rethat It Is the Intention-trailroad
lead
to
would
the
It
but
annoyed,
build
from the1 mouth of the Rio
sale of tickets for gratuities tendered
and
closely following the gulf
Grande,
result
by subsequent applicants
Vera Crux connection will
At
coast
The
confusion.
utmost
sleeping
In the
Pad-- ,
the Vera Crux
elewith
made
of
be
every
car company has notice
Dor-Hd-

pro-vlde-
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aftiian, nwklns th Mtir trip In day li--

H. C. Archer of Mexico City, general traveling agent of the Mexican
Central, who has been named to suc
ceed J, C. McDonald, Paclflo coast
representative of the Central at Ban

clsci7i:d t:vmt:::3

Ladles wbo take pride In clear,
I.K. Moore, ft. r. 4
white clothes should nee Red Cross)
Deafer. Oolo
a. a Babbiy,
a
Advertlsementa In this column will Bag Blue, cold by groecra.
be charged far at the rate of B cents
or 20 cents per
granclsco, will assume his dutlea the per line per Insertion
first of February, while McDonald line per week. Count alx ward te
will go to Mexico City to become as- the line. To Insure Insertion In claeel
HIGH-CLAfled column ttfa must be in the com
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
sistant general passenger agent
peeing room by 10 o'clock a. m. en day
of Insertion.
eats the Musle Cure.
OF SIXTEEN BROAD PAGES
To keen the body In tune," writes
WANTID.
Mrs. Mary Brown, 20 Lafayette Place,
Poughkeepale, N. Y. "I take Dr. Klng'a
WANTED Plain sewing. ; Child
New Life Pills. They are the most
FOR $1 A YEAIl
ren's
clothes a specialty. . Ready- I
have
laxative
no
reliable and pleasant
clothes'.
found." Best for the Stomach, Liver made underclothing and oaby
SA CENT
FOH TUBES MONTII3
Mrs. J. A. Grief, Colorado 'phone, 125
all
drug
and Bowels, guaranteed by
street.
Red..
Bridge
gists. 25c.
0
h
THREE YOVNO MEN to prepare
ri
Last Friday evening Mrs. E. O. Con- - for desirable positions in Government
dit of Aitec received a telegram an- Service,. Good salary. Fine opportunouncing the dangerous Illness of nity for promotion. Address I, care
She
her sister at San Francisco.
11
14$
Optic.
started for that place on the next
train, but at Durango she received
FOR RENT.
another message stating that her sis
(MAsaAcncsrm)
' FOR SALE OR RENT A 6 room
ter was dead.
house, cor. of Tenth and TUden. EnAn agreeable movement of th bow quire of ft. Studebaker, 417 Eighth
els without any unpleasant effect Is sL At a bargain.
ox
FOR RENT February 1st, house
ttro&a
produced by Chamberlain's Stamaeh
1024
AH
and Liver Tablets.
with bath. Inquire
Fifth street
drairffist.
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TO RENT Cheap, elegant
front room, close In. 701 Main ave.
FOR RENT One front furnlsned
room. Inquire 1013 Fourth st
5
12-17-

FOR SALE.
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And when ,
do
happen you need
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food llnlmeut
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bottle of
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GGOTUGOIL

This great magnetized, soothing and
healing remedy speedily cures all hurts

tr brut

of aaaa

and always
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Without
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FOR SALE Tent, mattress and
stove; good order. E. O. Speake, 1001
Seventh street

ft

))

Stomaah Treublea and Constipation.
"Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets are the best thing for stomach troubles and constipation I have
ever sold," says J. R. Cullman, a drug-of Pottervllle, Mich, They are
I gist
easy to take and always give satisfaction. I tell my customers to try
them and if not satisfactory to come
back and get their money, but they
have never had a complaint"
For
sale by all druggists.
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0 notable artiolea on "The Spirit of Democracy," by Charlse F. Dole.
0 As a new8, polltical, literary and family weekly combined, the
0 weekly edition of The Republican la hardly surpassed, if anywhere
8 equaled.
The Dally la.
Weekly Republican waa established in
0 The
and The Sunday in
by Samuel Bowles. The subscription
0 rates are, for The Weekly II a year, Daily tS, Sunday
0 Send for free specimen copies and address
0
0
0 THE REPUBLIC AN, Springfield. Mass.
0
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your clerks do the rest. Get busy and try te dizpzts cf
stock during this month. No ess wants to carry over his eld
stock. Advertise in the Daily Optic and make a busy bet hive cf
your store.' .
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Thi BtstSifin.
Plan for it now. Why not tee the raagnificent western noun- tain country. Yellowstone National Park, Pnget Sound
of America, " the great" Columbia River region, Alaska?
All these attractions on one trip if you travel ever the Northern
'
Pacific Booklets tell how. Ask D. B. Gardner, D. P. A., 2lU
Commercial Building, St. Louis. Mo.
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is to bring people to your store to inspect your wires. A $25.00
cjyertisement in The Optic might not sell a Dollar's worth of goods
to a reader, but it will certsinly cause many to ask te bt thowa
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It cures entB, spralD, bruises, sores,
swelllaga, lameness, old wounds, lumbago, chapped hands, frost bitea. etc.,1
and U the standard remedy for
I wire carta on nnlmals, barness and,
saddle galls, scratches, grease heel,
caked udder, Itch, mange, etc.
It heals a wound from the bottom up
and la thoroughly antiseptic. KINO
CACTUS OIL Is sold by druggists la
ISc.SOo. and 11 bottles, ft and as deoor-- a
ted cans, or sent prepaid by the manufacturers, OLNBY A McOAIO. CHat .
Irwa If not obtainable at your
'.
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o A Thoroughly Independent and Courageous
o
Devoted to the Protection
Journal
0o
ana avancemem
ine
0
Public Interest.
0
0O The Republican Is famous for the strength and ability and
spirit of its editorials, and for (he excellence and
0 democratic
wealth of its Literary Features.
0 The Weekly Republican Is carefully edited and attractively
0 ranged for the convenience and comfort and enlightenment of its
0 readers. It contains a full and Intelligent review of the important
0 news of the world for each week, with special attention to New
0 England News. It gives regularly two broad pages of editorial arti0 cles
by honest and able and expert atudenta of publlo
0 fairs,written
who are thoroughly imbued with modern demooratio ideas
0 and ideals. Its general features embrace a literary department of
0 exceptionally high quality, departments of matters pertaining to
0 the farm, of women's special interests, of music, of religious news,
0 of educational interests, etc. It gives a abort story each week, and i
0 04wnwia ituat vviwwu iviavi
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Three line carpets,
range for $25 and one No. 8
brand new cook stove. Mrs. J. A.
Grief, Bridge street.
Colo, 'phone
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need it at ouee. ' Al- waya keep oa hand a
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Sign of the Best
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A. M. Cleland, General Passenger Ag

nt, St. Paul, Minn, "Wonderland I90o," for Six Cents Stamps,
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Optic,

to 'participate In a conference upon
the uuehllon wKh the tllHilnt't uiuUt-tuiulin- g
that it Whs not lo In binding uxn ham.
The Insurgent movement appears to
have fulled to accomplish It object
In the Miulehood ciiHe, hut the principle upon which It is hitHed applies
or latto all ciiue alike, and
ter It I hound to prevail, Speuker
Cannon will probably nnd out later
on that he has won a Fhyi rlo victory.

The New Mexican deals thus
cleverly with the "Great 1 aui," li. 8

1S7S,

.

Kodey:
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"Venl. vldl. vlcl," "I caroo, I saw,
'
conquered." Like Caesar of old,
Shundon
Bernard
Holey, went to
Washington, wluked at Speaker Cannon, rtuv
Representative llaiiillton
a dig in the- .rib, an J lo, and betuiaertd at tin. purtufie ul i.a iVjftt hold, the Hamilton Joint statehood bill
was passed by the house of representM immti-cim- i
war,
ative!!. There are some benighted
JAMES GRAHAM McNARY, Editor. people in New Mexico who have an
Itnoaevelt was
Idea that President
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
really the man who did the work,
TheHe people should be put Into an
lUCMVfcKKU MV CAKMHtH OH MAIL innane anylum; they should not be alIN ADVANCE.
lowed to run around at large. They
.
..
,
mm
iltn
might do themselves hurm. Acror.l-in.6
una MimiiU
luu
to the Albuquerque Joint StateMiinUut-..lbrtrn
uu
u ittmUM .. .
hood leaguu and Mr, Rode'y, the latT.W
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,
ter Is right.
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Eruptions Appeared on Chest, and
All Broken
, Face and Neck Were
Scales and Crusts Formed
Out
Iowa Lady Has Great Faith
In Cutlcura Remedies for Skin

-
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Send it to us, we need it. Any quantity S
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Possibly the reason why Senator
can't take the advice of his
physician and indulge In a rest Is
because there I. no rest for the
Depew

1W.

26.
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' Governor, yagerman will do his beat wicked.
Vegas In getting the
to
reservoir.
A DEEPER MEANINQ.
government

'.

ituri.M

'
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"I

had an eruption appear on my
chest and body and extend upwards
and downwards, so that my neck and
face were all broken out; also my arms
and the lower limbs as far as the knees.-- I
at first thought it was prickly heat.
But soon scales or crusts formed where
the breaking out was. Instead of going
to a physician. I purchased a complete
treatment of the Cutlcura Remedies, in
which 1 had gnat faith, and all was
satisfactory. A year or two later the
eruption appeared again, only a litfie
lower: but before it had time to spread
1 procured another supply of the Cuti- - i
aura Remedies, and continued their use
until the curs was complete. It is now
five yean since the last attack, and
haw not seen any signs of a return. I
have taken about three bottles of the
Cuticura Resolvent, and do not know
how much of the Soapt or Ointment, as
I always keep them with me; probably
one half doien of each.'
the Cutieura Rem-di"I decided to give
a trial after I had seen the results
of their treatment of ecseme on an
infant belonging to one of our neighbors. The pareni took the child to flie
nearest physiciaa, but his treatment did
no good. Bo they procured the Cutieura
Remedies and cured her with them.
When they began uaing Cfcura Remedies her face was terribly dangmwd
with sores, but she was entirely cured,
for I saw the same child at the age of
five years, and her mother told me the
ecsema had never broken oat since, I
have more faith in CutKora Remedies
for skin diseases than anythiM 1 knew
of. I am, repectfo'y vows, tomsB,
Wilson, Liscomb, tJn, Oct, 1, 1008."
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ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
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It is stated that Miss Roosevelt's tie. Under any form if the people can
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cy of the few. And be the govern
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We take pleasure In approving, the
Evidently ment, in form, the most despotic in
ly of American fabrics
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Complete Line of AmoJa Soap Always on Hand
Hew Ybrk Money,
Miss Roosevelt's trousseau will be a the world, if Hhe peoplj are alive to following from the Jourhal:
i New
York, Jan. 26. Money on call
wonderful creation.'
The contsat over the omnibus state- eaBler...
their Interests, honet. capable and
4' My. prime' mercan$
bill in congress I no longer
hood
nomithe
not
and
intelligent, they,
tile paper,. 3
silver, 65
Missouri produced about 8,000,000 nal ruler, will sway the Teal power;
On Rtilrotd Track.
Us Vegts,. NcwMcsito'
based, on the merits of the proposition
tons of coal last year, ah Industry in
so trite as to be to admit Our flour territories
are
These
truisms
WANTED
and
Painter
calcimlner.
which " 10,000 miners sire employed. almost axiomatic. But when we come states. The' senate will, undoubtedly George P.
Hill, Twelfth and National.
The output, like that of the state's to auDlv them to actual conditions in consider the question, on its meclts
'
sine and lead, is constantly increas the United States; they become of the alone, but hx the house the "iaeur
log. The largest coal area in the most vital impouance. Carry the ax gents," as they are called? are flghW1,
United States Is west o. the, Mississip ioms to the stage of "quod erat de Ing for
principle which .lies at the
rooi 01 rrpfwseiiiHiive
soveruiumu
pi ana includes tne Missouri neias, monstrandum,'.'., and they lead us
we They are in revolt against the .one
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Doubtless the New Mexican' was have allowed one man, a few men, or tpan power ef '.he Bpraker whtehi. ro.,
vastlv surprised when it learned that a minority of 'any kind to attain uch duces them to. ciphers and leaves his
or caprice as the only poPercy J. Hagerman .was not an appll power as to force their will upon the judgment
cant for an office. In fact, it is said, whole people, that we have tailed to sitive figure in. the calculations. The
that the governor's brother is the treasure tbat palladium of liberty be- statehood bill Is simply the' ocd&ton
and
first man who ever remained forty. queathed to us by our fathera. And for emphasising the
OPPOSITE CASTANEOA HOTEL
resentment
, of
eight hours In Santa Fe who didn't if we have failed, it can only be for constantly Increasing
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the
we
one
against
or
representatives
two
that
either
reasons,
acquire the itch for office.
have been neglectful, or that we are traordinary assumption of authority
o
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the speaker, assisted by the comThe senate Is almost sure to refuse incapable of understanding and apply- by
mittee on rules, to decide what mean-urefree
the
of
government
ing
principles
to pass the omnibus bill in Its present
shall' Vtr Introduced ln the- Gimse
Is well.
''. form, and the bill will die
with the if for the latter reason, It
and upon what terms they shall
soon
like
Governmental
water,
power,
session unless Mr. Roosevelt, brings
':;
his great influence to bear upon finds its true level. If the people are flSS,
tew
In
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tnat
a
this
It
well
then
particular instance the reSpeaker Cannon, who has declared incapable,
chail- take volt Is against "gag" rule.
men
Speaker
strong,
i that there shall be no statehood legis''1
Cannon and the committee on rales
the power away from the people,
lation at all save that which he
But we are not ready to believe that have decided that tue statehood) bill
Kansas City Journal.
the
people are unworthy el their shall be passed without any amend
0
trust..
Tbey may grow careless and ment!" The', administration whftt its
.
United neglectful of their rights' at ' time's, being cracked to enforce the deree.
Greely,- of Ah
"States signal corps, announces that they may sleep on duty, but there The Insurgents say there i no use in
. as the result of extensive,
experiments are indications all through the land, their going to congress if the. speakunder his direction, re- that the people are awakening, to the er and h!i committee are to rib all
; by experts
ceivers have been perfected that will danger that besets them as 1 result the thinking and they are denied the
'
enable our government to Intercept of the usurpation of a power, that right to exercise their own jmbcroeat
Thirty to fifty cents saved on Lace
PILLOW CASES.
and read the messages sent oy any should be Inherent in them, by a few As Congressman MondelU of WyomCurtains during thin Great White
:
' .'
system of wireless telegraphy In use. That is what the Insurgent fight In ing, aptly put It in his Interview with
Sale.
, 25c sits 45x30, sach 15c.
'
The . invention is absolutely 'secret the house stood for. It im the first Speaker Chnnon. "I don't new! my
Choice of $2.00 Curtains, pair, $1.15
and will remain so, but the truth of time In many years that a strong mileage.
Under your rules I might
Choice of $3.00 Certains, pair, $1.tS,
;
the statement is confirmed by - Lee wind Bet at naught the will of their as welt stsqr at home and yotti pres
CORSET COVERS.
Choice of $4.00 and $5.00 Curtains,
De Forest of the De Forest wireless party, the behest of theiit leaders, the butttnV
Congressman Wendell
$&M
pair,
la French Style, lace trimmed; sale
telegraph company. It is understood dared everything in order to make ia a roan, af great force of character,
CholcSOt $5.00 snd $0.00 Curtains,
price, 40c.
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a stand against one man. rule and who stands high in his own state,
pair, UCfl
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It Is to be regretted, that some of Washington.
LOT'1.
the Insurgents fell by the fay side. U 'The theory advanced in this,
KFORl THE ATTLE.
'
Our $20.00 Suits for. $1&M.
Is especially regretted that a man like
hill la air aCstnls- a . ANIGHT GOWNS
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If thev had action If not to the perpetuation of
Kood graces of Speaker Cannon. Mr. pie asking for
Williams and his fellow democrats are voted as they believed and not as a republican form of government
that It should Jealously guard its Inopposed to Joint statehood for Arlso-n- their party dictated.
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The statehood bill Is net a party
much In favor of getting all the fat ing that Is taking place, that tne peo
committee places .and other favors ple would much prefer to hare their measure. The attempt to can s cau
which tu speaker has at his dispo- representatives plaee principle above cus to make It so failed, and the re
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politics.
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J, If. Dearrun. of Albuauernue. t.ret.1
dent of the Rio Grande Woolen Mill
AND,
4 company, who went to Indianapolis,
J ma., a few days ago to address tho
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES 4 convt'litlon of lulueia in aeaxton thero
has, according to Information received
3 in this city, met with much success lu
The largest stock of
k 'tho "Hoouier" state, says the Citizen.
C00XS
air. Boarrup addressed the conveto
.
in tbe Territory A'p w
wnose delegates represented a
2 half million miuers. In . his breesy
.
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cashier.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

advantage to be derived from
cratlve trading, and In the course of lift)
nis remarks, explained how the mln- - ft
i" ui.mo uuueu Diaiea couia purchase woolen goods from the factory
here by entering Into the
H. 00 KE. President
H, W. KELLY, Vice President
0. T. HOtKINt, Treaeu
plan at a reduction of 50 per cent on
PAID
VP
CAPITAL, $50,000.00
prices paid through the ordinary chan saw
AND BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENTS
Miss Lydla Vasse 1b able to be out
nels. This, he pointed out, was the
eHL
VfM
B?k. where they will bring you an in.
agu.ii after a short illness.
result or buying directly from the fac O
ueHH"M'
oi less tbao
,
Interest paid on
. J. aUiumbach
nil
of La Cueva W
O
of
over.
and
depwlu
lory whereby the oroflts of the in id
BIO LACE CURTAIN SALE.
In the city to-die man was saved, not to say the
tnintactlng biulnt-8.
,
. .
At kO per ctnt off .
cost
of
men
hiring
to,
traveling
place
On Week Only.
for
sheriff Cleofes Romero left the city
tne goods on the market.
ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.
'thu rnomlng for a vUlt at his ranch
The convention was deeply Impress
.
,.
Jit I. a Cuervo.
.
ed with tbe plan of Mr. Bearrup. A cause that is well suDnorted mav be
y ,r
, ' 4
Compared to an arch that Ms well
Ole
comedy committee was appointed to confer built; nothing can be taken away
rm o r,i rorvenir loaay to vlBlt lor drama InPisori.to5'iJa.nt
which Gua Heere tin t made with him relative to hit proposition without
.
a few days.
endangering the 'whole.
eoatrons
theatre
acaualnted with the to jurnlsh woolen goods at a redue
.rVje
'
MasW frofn Pure! Dirtllted
uoniiBenigno Romero of Albuquer- Swedish American type of character, tion of 50 per cent from the market
Smoke the Elk. UUon made.
que, mjinufacturer of La Sanadora, and win be
and
their
back
prices,
report
finding
the
at
Duncan,
presented
formerly of this city, Is visiting with Monday evening, by an excellent com to the convention.. It is understood
'
many relatives In Las Vegas.
pany with Ben Hendricks, the distin that the report of the committee was
pir
tftm'Xeohard returned to his .homo
2,000 lbs. or more each delivery, - 25c per hundred
favorable
toward accepting the plan
guished character actor and-- ' north- at TTout Springs tpday, after t land
01
1.000 to 2 000 lbt. ..,
Mr.
deloara
the
and
that
Bearrup.
35c
singer at its head. This is the
whort visit in the city.
World
;
500 to 1,000 lbs.
authorised production of this tion was authorised to present the
r
only
50c
. E. C. Lawrence of the Davis. Bud
50
Lest
play and it has been staged, some before their respective unions.
popular
than
lbs.
1 75c
'
flhan Drug company of Denver," is In rehearsed
There is small probability but what
and directed by Ben Hen
the city today calling on the trade.
a
of
the locals will likewise
dricks who gives his personal guar
majority
P f TlaB(Aa aAMMM ... 4...
i
Webb
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Sproul, father antee of an
take favorable acuon. and that an ex- - the Trade, and "Labor
excellent performance..
of
Congress
r
botb noma, aav
and mother of the husband of Mrs.
eouuve committee will be selected to the Dominion, has
Issued
w. J. Kprou), who la spending the
confer with President Bearrun at a la unnfrni.H
........appeal
winter In this city, passed through
uvuio
cuiiuwrec 10 purcnase i mat oody.
I - over 695.noo mn
yesterday evening on their way from
siock ior eacn union.
,
a una or rme road
at
.M
.neir nome at Sparta, ill., to Los AnThe future of tbe local woolen mill I mbba in th 91
..... Cooley's repository will bewagons
sold
at
re
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Henrv rctnmoA never looked brighter than at present, and territories of the
geles, Cal.
.
AtMiur tewe. Mgr.
United States duced prices. Get a good runabout
" Dr. and Mrs.
Hoom, who spent two yesterday from an absence of three
wiim me
million miners uimnnr
hHnminm,. vw .i a imx. am.1lira- for the
I
one.
a
of
1444
price
cheap
?ks pleasantly at the Romero weeks spent in
Chicago and Kansas patrons of the factory, together with cite. Of these, about 300..0000 belong
MONDAY KIGHTJ JAN. 29.
ranch resort, left this afternoon for City.. The trio was made for'tha as many more farmers who have al- - to the United
Mine Workers of Amu.
new
our
soft
ceal.
Try
Irll
lump
home
in Minneapolis.
their
They benefit of Mr. Henry's health. The ready assumed a trusteeshln. the de. II rica. whtio nt iop. in
no llsnt. Las Vegas Light
Fuel Co.
vcui ui .u.
COMING AROUND AGAIN
expect to return next winter for a gentleman has decided, however, that mand for material will e so great as total number employed l'5'
in the country
longer stay, as they are delighted with a permanent chance of climate Is ne. to necessitate the erection of a new I- are - governed hv thia nra.ni.aii...
w BHMIftUVIUU 9
' the warm winter
Ntrthlsid
days and brilliant cessary and on the first of February and modern factory and the employ I scale of wages and work under its
sunshine of thle, section.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
!
ment
will
leave this
v
of a force of employes which conditions of employment.
Henry
',
A new labor
city for Newcastle. Pa., their fornutr will materially Increase the commer-- 1
I known
Henry 0. Damnier, the veracious home, where Mr. Henry wilt go into cial importance of this city.
as the International Brother- street railway man, asserts that the business. During his residence here
In explaining what he Intends to I hood of 'Pulp. Sulphite and Paper
ice on Dam No. 2 Is the best on re- he ha 8 been connected with the Santa nrnfit hv tho nlnn tutrannallv Mi
I Mill Wnrtaro
.
Erlnjiaj ycu whit yea
ha. w... S room house with bath on National
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Th
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S room house on Eleventh st. Price
'lyThere will1 be a Dig skating party good words of its
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I a. an.
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we
GOOD OLD
patrons and
m
ana mat ne will oe en-- 1
wunarswn rrom me internatlon $1,600.
9iaw
v
tomorrow night at the canyon.
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The
.
naa.Al
take, pleasure in quoting tb? commen- - alll. J 10 more siock man me members I
orouit-rnooor fa per Makers,
ijnea
4
room
on
house
Price st: Price
rar will leave Murphev's COrner at dation of Mr. Henry, - who said
who do not oevote their time to the I which is .allied with the American
$1,150.
have lived in several towns the size of
I Federation of Labor.
enterprise.
5 room house on Grand ave.
Price
Las Vegas and larger and I consider
I Thft Rrnlhtirtlnnil' nf Dalllu... m- -. i
Tha fnllnvlna IaI.u haa
Advertisement for Mail teervles.,
$1,200.
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Thty just wca't
The Optic the best Dhber
r
which
- ceived by The Evening Citizen fromn,en- - which organization has its na- 6 room house with bath on Eighth
pealed proposals will bee received have seen in a town anywhere near
s
uciKimrii-ra. uieveisna, O., st Price $2,700. if
r
by the .Second Assistant Postmaster this size. Especially I want to com-f,- J j. h. Bearrup, Indianapolis:
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home similar to the
thatJP,aM
quite probable
Ranch 160 acres, with good 1m Turn cut
General until Feb. 27, 190C, for car- pllment your railroad columns. Thai...- - it now seems ......
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k
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uiwere wiij isite similar aciioniI
j " juierujtuunui iypo- provements. Price $4,500;
rying, the, United States, mail, for the Optic gives the best and most reliable tue
with the Farmer' graphical Union at Colorado Rnrinva
term from July 1, 1906,' to June 30, railroad news of any paper which 1 with, and
Tne DooRbinders and rulers, having
on the following described have ever been acaualnted with ami Union, and that they will make it pos
ISHO,
Itained the sanction of their Inter- our
to
for
sible
erect
almost
company
rout einciuding. the depositing-anTri an .t"he cities in which t have lived
GRE2THHI
altioaal officers. It is ald. are In cor- - Harris
w
at once a million dollar plant.
collecting, of, mail, along .the route- -U
bare paid apeciar attention, to thej J!?Can It
with
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AtlWtJueTlocal; 'unions
pondence,,
613 OOUGLAS AVENUE.
ha posslble.-ttAU NtwSeaapThls
by, tht .8f hsdiOft s4er-or,ronghout the country; and
the
que thinks that I will so for abuse, the
Bcnvauie oi ime running nine u mv news.'!
vement in that branch of trade for
trust that is placed In my hands as to
Postmaster' General may prescribes
PRICES
ht
hours will be general in a few
$I.C0, 75c. 5Cc
In
Albuquerque In
67230. From Las Vegas, by Anton
Two good heating stoves for sale locate this, plant
months.
of
are
others
ttfferlna
our
that
place
Chlco, Casaus, and Mesita de Guada- cheap, at office of The Investment and
company Inducements, Just because It STnfre has been an Increase' In the
lupe to Santa Rosa, 71 miles and back, Agency Corporation.
1.91
Is my home? My first, last and all fembersblp of the Amalgamated As
'OOOQfGOOa IflflOOAo
three times a week.1 Colonlas to be
atlon of Iron, Steel and Tin Wor
nhall
a
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th
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time
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pm.
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week
six
times
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given side supply
Gehring's, for Johnson's Floor Wax. ourmanv tockholrt.r' lntprPf
W of it0 LSOQ to 1.600 since the
from Mesita de Guadalupe C miles
new
of
scheme
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went
organization
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'Albuquerque will probably have Itrto
Calls promptly attended to at all
by a schedule of not exceeding
effect October 1. Instead of one
conunder
hours. Office in rear of Sohaefer's
in
equal
preference
each
circumstances,
time
way,
hours running
Fresh eggs, 30 cents' per dozen, at
O
but it remains for her to take the general organizer, the association
Pharmacy, (MM Sixth. Hreet. Both
nection with carrier on main line in Papen's.. Both 'phones, 114.
one In each of the four branches
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PhouesM
O
In
Initiative
matter."
this,
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each direction.
of the trade and one in the Eastern Piano and Pumiturs Movinjj a
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Tour line Chile eon Came
Leave Las Vegas Monday, Wednesunaenaxer
ana cm- - Th fruirai
dennsltlnar district.
and
day, and Friday1Kat a. m. Arrive at balmer, 612 .Uncoln Ave., both phones
your Home Boiled and
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each week with the, Plaza Trust and vThe latest labor union to Join the
Ganta Prtatl In
Baked
Haas and Boston
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8?
In
Anxeles.
Cal..
is
tlio
Los,
SavinR8 bank.' is "maklna har while
Leave Santa Rosa Tuesday, ThursBaked Beans at the '
bootblacks.
In a short
is
said
It
that
sun
smnes.
tne
o
Now is flie time.
off on
day" and Saturday at 7 a. in.; arrive at
time' all bootblacks in the city will
Cutlery, Sporting Goods, Skates, BiVegan in 15 hours.
FROM THE GOLDEN BOOKS.
be members.
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Bond required with bid, $4,200. cycles, and Hunting coats, at M.
'There were 1,157 ctrlkes during the BmCZzrcbzzt
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Biehl's.
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Present contract pay, 11,437.28.
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Western Live Stock Show, Aivierl an.nalllAlana ..1.1 a...!.. .. Ab.
Princeton. Jan.
r
.
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iiiricBB win muKt ui mo enu no
dent Cleveland, asked about the truth can Stock Growers' Association. VW ucin
small deduction from the life of man.
Orldgo Street.' La.e oga.e. N. M.
lehrtttg's for tents.
of the report that he was thinking of- tlonal Live Stock Association and Na. tempore cut-utimes.
jrlvlng .up his post as arbiter of re- j tional Wool Growers' Association. Dn
GO TO THE
bates ror insurauc cuuiyBu.,
January 29th to February SOth.
and sharp as our wit, may
VHS
ror tne aoove occasions, the Sants be,Strong
plied: ."There is not a particle or
as the memory
It
not so
truth In the report, nor any excuse Fe will sell excursion tickets to Den- of fool,is nor so strong
. .it
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their resentfor its circulation."
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ver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo a ment j he that hag not
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'strength
rate of fifteen dollars and fifty cent mind to
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1
not weak enough
forgive,
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for the round trip. Selling
Jan- to
and It Ij much more easy
forget,
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Final re- - to do a cruel
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want,
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NEWS ITEMS OF INTEREST
FROM THE TV0 TERRITORIES

A Modern Miracle.

20. For
Baltimore, Md., January
(he first time in Its history, Baltimore will be the meeting place or
the Natlonnl American Woman Suffrage association, whose
annual convention will
assemble
here week after next. The gatbermg
promises to one of the most notublo
ever held under the auspices of the
organization. Among the
speakers will be Mrs. Maud Balling-IoBooth, fjoverojur Wkrfleld
Maryland, President Remsen of Johns
Hopkins university, President M. Carey Tbomus of Bryn Mawr 'college,
Prealdent Mary E. Wooley of Mt.
Holyoke college, Prof. Lucy M. Salo- man of assar college, Prof. Mary
A. Jordan of Smith college, William
Dudley Foulke of Indiana, MUs Jane
Addams of Chicago, and the Rev.
Anna K. 8haw. The venerable Susan
'
B. Anthony, one of the pioneers of
the equal suffrage movement, wUl, of
course, be one of the central figures
,
of the gathering.
thirty-eight-

well-know-

h

n

n

lf

THf POLICE

Harry gtowman, a private of Troop
H. Fifth cavalry, atatloned at Fort
Wlngate, has deserted. He la described aa being of alight build, five
feet six Inches la height, with blue
yes and light hair. He la probably
wearing civilian clothes. A reward
of 50 la offered for his arrest.
AN INJUNCTION AOAINI- TAn Injunction was asked Wednesday evening before' Justice W. M,

.

Pope to restrain the United States reclamation service from using the ma
chlnery and tools of the
Construction company, which failed
while at work on the Hondo reclame
tlon project in Chaves county, and
was bought out by the federal government The Injunction Is asked by
the Roswell" National bank, which
holds claims against the failed company to the amount of $20,000. United
States Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn
of Las Craces appeared for the United States and Roswell attorneys for
the plaintiff. Judge Pope took the
--cess under advlaement.
Taylor-Moor-

GETS WOMEN'S
SUFFRAGE CONVENTION.

RUPPE UP AGAINST I- TB. Ruppe, president of the territorial pharmacy board, Is In Santa Fe
after a strenuous experience In a
anow blockade. Mr. Ruppe has been
on an Inspection trip to Farmlngton
and Aztec and left the latter place
on Wednesday expecting to arrive In
time for all the Inauguration exercises, When he reached Durango he
entered the train which was In readl'
neas, but after a long wait was informed that a anow slide had blocked
the track. Thursday he left Durango
and reached Chama, where the pas
sengers were Informed that the snow
plow wording on the drift, as well as
engines, were off the track ahead and
that tickets would be given back to
Durango or they could atay In Chama.
In that place Mr. Ruppe remained un
til finally the road was clear. While
in the northern part of the territory
ale.
he found violations of the laws and
Throughout her career Venice In
had fines levied.
spired In her sons such devotion as
lases the patriotism of moat peoples,
They revered ber as queen; tiiey loved
SOCIAL EVIL MITIGATED
The city council of Doming have her aa mother. Although au exclusive
ruled the state, yet every
question oligarchy
disposed of the
Venetian
felt
that Venice belonged to
In a manner which would solve the
blm. St Mark was the patroti equally
were
nroblem in Albuquerque, If It
of doge and dustman. The legend
applied. Demlng was at one time which all believed, the pageants In
harrassed by a large number of these which even the humblest bad his
place,
women occupying one of the most sprang out of the heart of the whole
In
the
districts
located
city.
centrally
lieople and symbolised the unity which
The situation was very similar to that bound all together. And life tn Venice,
which confronts the people of Albu- mere physical life, was pleasant to a
querque, until the better, people of larger proportion of the Inhabitants
Demlng demanded that the territorial and during more generations than It
statutes be enforced, which prohibits has been lu any other city. No wonder,
such lodgings within 700 feet of any therefore, that when Tlntoret, the
public hall or meeting place. The oc- greatest of ber painters tn so many
the greatest of all painters
cupants of the district' were ordered resjK-ct- s
to move and houses were built for wns commissioned to decorate fne vast
them on the outskirts of the town, wall of the hall of the great council,
where they now remain. High board wishing to express the feeling of every
these Venetian toward his Incomparable city,
fences were built around
chose for bis subject pflrndlse.
houses. The scheme worked with he
Thayer's
"History of Venice."
the desired effect."

HABEAt CORPUS AtKID
Judge E. A. Mann Wednesday beard
the application for a writ of habeas
corpua for the release of Jap Clark
of Torrance, who la accused of killing
James Chaae. He took the case under advisement
A TIP FOR

BALTIMORE

e

demi-mond- e

--

NEW. ST ATI BOARD
The Cltlsen has received Informa
tion that the proposed change In the
8ocorro firm of Price ' Brothers A
company has about been consum
mated. Mr. Joseph Price sella hla In
terests In the wholesale and retail
mercantile establishment to Messrs.
Morrla and Leo Loewensteln,
but
takes over the banking Interests of
the existing firm. The mercantile
house, under the name of Laewen
stein Brothers, will continue In the
wholesale and retail business of dry
'
goods, clothing, carpets, boots and
shoes, groceries, hardware, crockery,
et. The banking Interest will continue' the same as now, under Mr.
Price, until the bank has been incorporated, the' building remodeled and
the fixtures put in, which will probably be about April 1 The bank, The
Citizen understands, has not yet selected its name, but will be Incorporated as a state Institution. Albuquerque Citizen.

"Truly miraculous seemed the re
covery of Mrs. Mollle Holt of this
place," writes J. O. R. Hooper, Wood
ford. Tenn., "she was so wasted by
coughing up puss from her lungs.
Doctors declared her end so near that
her fumlly and watched by her bedt
hours: when, at my
side
urgent request Dr. King's New Dis
covery was given ner witn tne astonishing result that Improvement began, and continued until she finally
completely recovered, and Is a healthy
woman today." Guaranteed cure for
coughs and colda. buc. and 1.00, at
all druggists. Trial bottle tree.

YOU use Rubber

DO Stamps?

forty-eigh-

a very useful article.
Daters in the differ-

INDIAN LOVERS GET LICENSE

-

.

ent styles are also constantly in use by the
busy business man
Autograph Stamps are
used a great deal
These and many

la
Mr. Stone from the La Plata
building a residence on Lover's Lane
at Aztec.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Luca
county, ss.:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney A Co., doing business In
the city of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the aum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of Ca
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
,,
oi Hall's Catarrh Cure,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of Decern

other articles can bt had
at reasonable prices at

ber, A. D. 1905.

A. W. OLEASO.V.

The

(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure It taken Inter-nally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucus surfaces of the 'system,
Send for testimonial
F. J. CHENEY A CO. Toledo, O
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pins fof con
stlpatlon.
Samuel Ragh this week made
Mle of the R. O. Hannah ranch of
40 acres west of Farmlngton to Mr.

Westbrook for the stint of

$3,000.

Cured His Mother of Rheumatism.
"My mother has been a sufferer for
many years from rheumatism," says
W. H. Howard of Husband, Pennsylvania. "At times she was unable to
move at all, while at alt times walking was painful. I presented1 her wfth
a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm'
and after a few applications sfte decided It was the most wonderful pain
reliever she had ever tried, fa fact,
she fa never without it new avd is at
all ffmes able to walk. An oecasion-a- l
application of Pain Balm keeps
away the pain that she waB formerly
troubled with.'" For sale by afE druggists.

Los Vegas Sanitary Co.
a

Offfcwat
VOOT
LEWIS

1

LttVgi

Phona

l9

I dorado
Tt

Cesspools and .raalia. Cleaned, Disinfected and put In a Thorough Sanitary condition. We examine cesspool s free of charge.

two-stor- y

-1-

k

The Loose Leaf
Accounting System
Is No Longer an Innovation
1

I

9.-0-

I

It ia recognized

aa an absolute necessity by aK
progressive accoui tiants, auditees, manufactuT-eis,- .
bankers and business men generally . .

.

mm

'

Senta FeTimt Tafch.

1

m

:

Optic Office J

.

Flrat Traaaailaatle Yacht Rae.
The three schooners,
Henrietta
; Pablo Abelta of Isleta, secretary to Vesta and Flectwlng, were the con
the governor, of the rueblo Indians, Is testuuts lu the first ..cross the wean
1S4KI.
for a stake of
striving diligently toward making his yacht we, lu
IDO.OQO.
Those
threo
yachts made the
fellow men see the advisability of
race in the depth of winter, starting:
marrying In accordance to the laws
New York harbor on Dec. 11
of the white man. Just a few .weeks from
ISMS, and finishing off the Needles a
ago Pablo brought a Pueblo .Indian
fortnight later, the Henrietta crossing:
couple to the probate court In Alba the Hue on Christmas eve., the Vesta
querque, when the first legal license and Fleetwing finishing in tho early
to marry within the memory of Promorning hours of the great holiday.
bate Clerk Summers was secured. A And for almost the cntlr length of
few days ago Pablo Abelta accompan that 3,000 mile passage they were acled Predlcanda Lucero, a pretty Pu companied by strong westerly winds,-heavseas and alternate squalls of
ODD FELLOWS BUILDING
eblo girl of seventeen years, and her
The Odd Fellows of Raton are hav- prospective husband, Pedro Jopola, rain, bail and snow. Neither the pas- Four traaceootlnenta trains aach'srar daily
twenty-eigh- t
ing plans completed for a modern
years old, to Albuquer sengers nor crew were In dry clothes1
business block on their property jue, where a license to marry was from beginning to end of thw race,
AST BOUND.
on North Second streetnorth of the Issued them. Both were from isieia, ami they suffered every hardship, bar- No. 4 Ar ..4:40 a.m. Departs- .- ..iiaVvt. ta
to No. Ar 240p.n. Deparw. ...( : p. m
bowling alley. The building will be The inconvenience of coming to Albu- ring shipwreck, that could ctmie
No. S Ar
:25ft. m. OeparU. 1 aVa. jn.
fiu
one
the'
tho
passage
want
making
Is
any
a
a
press-bric50x96 and will probably have
permit
querque each time
1 :2ft'
No. 10 Apl3ftp.m.
p. m.
Departs
months.
winter
front. It will contain two large d has a tendency to discourage many
WEST
BOUND
mam
store rooms on the first floor, two hall of the Indiana contemplating
S.25 a. m.
NoSAr
Chlaa' National Tree.
Impart . ... flJOa. in
rooms and banquet room on the sec- mony. but Pablo Abelta overcame this
1: p. ta. I Departs
No. 1 Ar
wood
or
tree
is
tung-shThe
oil,
i.tOp. m,
ond floor, the upstairs being equipped obstacle bv securing a number of
No. T Ar..S:15 p. m. Departs ... ;i0p.m.
tree
national
named
the'
of
worthily
In
with all modern conveniences, such as certificates from the deputy clerk.
p. m. Depart
6:20p.m.
China. It Is stately In appearance. No. 9 An.
pharaphenalla rooms, lockers and the future, when any of his tribe wish with smooth grooj.. lmrk mul wide
No; 4k Shicago Limited, solid PullThe structure to be married, Pablo will take the spreading" branches: affording a Hue man traia. with dining, observation
kitchen articles.
throughout will also have the latest interested parties' before a notary pub shade. It lclongs to the eitphorbincac, and buffet library earo, unsurpassed
fillor Hpurgtv faniDy, of which the cisstor equipment and service.
Improved plumbing fixtures and elec- lie at Isleta, have1 the certificate
tric light service, and In every way ed out for him, and then, send It to oil plant Is a member: It bears a frnlt
No. 2, Atlantic Express, baa Pullno expense will be spared, In making the probate court, where the Ifsense resembling a teU lmrk hickory nut. man and
cars foe Chitourist
it one of the desirable bulldngs of will be Issued the? same as thaagh but as large as a small orange. Eitcli cago and Kansassleenlng
and a taarlst
City,
nut contains three triangular seeds sim- car for
the city.
the parties came to' the city.
a.
Denver. A Pullman car for
ilar to small Brazil nuts. The oil Is
Is
also added at Trlnldadi ArDenver
a
a
a
it
Lelta Hays will undoubtedly be vindi- pressed from thaws seeds, and the refLa
rives
Junta at 10:30 p. m conat
Uimtnsl
I
use Is used as a fertilizer. The oil
cated. San Juan County Index.
No. 5. leaving La Junta
with
ttcd principally for polish lug wool- necting
easaaawaw
a.
3:10
at "Pueblo. 6:00
nw
arriving;
work and dressing leather. ComW.
Half the World Wonders.
a.
6:35 a. bl,
Colorado
m.,
.
are
Those
able
Spnugs
The
,
lives.
woxl
half
quantities
exported.
how the other
is ued for making tup-- Denver 9:3 a. m.
Salve ne- of tbo tung-shArnica
Bucklen's
nse
who
Last week the Index attempted to
,
No. 8, Kansas Citjt and Chicago Excure Cuts, stent Instruments, tine boxes ami the
hew in I ho Una nf trnth In thft Han. ver' wonder If It will
sma'.l
houses.
of
framework
Cba
is
It
Ski
and
has. Pullman and tourist sleep
Sores
all
uurns,
press,
Amsden affair at Farmlngton. This Wounds,
will. Mr. from the ravages f insects.
It
ers
know
they
ior
eruptions;
unicago ana suuisas vnf .
week it believes a correction Is due Grant
1130 E. Reynolds street,
at
rives
La. Junta 10 06 a. m., cennect-InSly,
Una
SVnm
nil tiorahv mnkaa it
tho
Aa Odd Wreatllasr Match.
111., says: "I regard it on
Nov 603, teavlng Lot Junta
with
SpringBeld,
The extraordinary custom of
oV Homer Hays, Ihe father of the of the absolute necessities of house
12:10
nw,
p.
arriving, at Pueblo. 2:00
young lady In the case, a recital of keeping. Guaranteed by all druggists. tllnu for a bottle prevails nt Ilallaton. p. m., Colorado
Spatnga 3:30 n, ul,
lu
Ittcestershlre. England, where the
tne racts lending up to mo gun piay 26c.
Denver 6:M p. m.
to
themselves
for
follows:
as
rlllagenrhave
week
nrjice
of a
ago Thursday
No. 10, Uhlcago FCSt Mall, has Pullaction on Kaster Monday lu order-S.... M
"-or wvemi inonin.
'
one of Artec's salooinl rolaln ssseaslon of
Murray,
a
man
of
sleeper. Bl Paso to Kanaaa City
ana
groond
plot
shown his interest in Miss Hays
kw .. flndng Bls business unprofW
left to them In tlwgood aid days. Tlie is the cocaMotion from all polata south
imA vraA.iatlv
.
ntna tn vnrt ft certain
one. bonnd of Albuquerque. Cats the loaal work.
bottle Is a
... olll htmntn in Colorado.
influence over her. He accused her , .
round
with
and
iron,
contnlnx from Albuquerque to Raton.
rtms,
own
of improper, conduct with her
ale. It Is thrown) on the ground that
No. 3, California. Umttea, has same
told
andMcNIoolls
a
and
Isboy,
much taw the men of the neighboring
uncle,
Red Cross Bag Blue
of
tillage
her if she would sign the papers he best; iaalst that your groeer giro yen Melbonrne may try to wrest It Jfroui equipment aa Na 4.
No. 1 baa Pullman and tourist sleephad prepared he would not tell her tbla brand.
the tnhabitants of Ilallaton. Whets tbe
for southern Callfjmla. This
ing
noon
upon
her
but
prevailing
father,
battla Is over, the victors drlntb the traincars,
the local work from Rata
dcas
her uncle to leave Farmlngton, the
same
contents.
ha
' aa
The
bottle
done
Jamas Harold, better known
to
to
her
to
Albuquerque.
returned
.papers would be
dnty for nearly half a century, a a
"Red" had a little difficulty last
NcXMexlco and CaifotmlaExpreaa,
The unsophisticated girl
destroy.
preliminary to the great struggau two
ha
which
to.
at
Farmlngton.
baa " Pullman andt tourist ataeplng ears
signed the two papers, remarking to plead guilty before the Jhstlce and meat pies and swo doscn penny, loaves
for northern California pcinta, and
the cur, Amsden, that she was signing was Caed $5 and trlmmAgs, GeorgS) arw scrambled Cor.
Pullman car foi El Paaa. and Ctty of
a He. The young nncle left Farming-to- Dlake also settled his tCTtcultles kt
Mexico connecMon for.Q Pasofc DemTMBwrtly iaaJaftar-I- f
at the girl's request and Amsden the game way,-".'.you arc seaily "a gosd jnaaV If lng, eaver City and aa feint lm Mexrefused to give up the papers. The
ran
reaCSr do good werkv to any ico, Southern New ISosJco sad Arl
yon
his
daughter
of
condition
worried,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Abas Hue,
do
ant need capital. Ha every aona.
de
he
yon
and
finally aroused Mr; Hays,
,
Iwtely Harmlasa
trade
you will Gid advernewspaper
told
She
cause.
No , Calltomln, Fast Mall kaa PabV
the
mediof
her
manded
Th fsutt of giving cildren
oa
this
character:
tisements
The serv- mat aleeplng cara
all California
of the lies the had signed "to prevent cine coptslnlng Injurious substances, ice of a
apod man mora, important potaftV ThJ
to , ctMsotldatad
trata
bloodshed," as Amsden put It. My. Is sometimes more disastrous than the than
capita," A cry gars ant from
wk No. 7 at AIbn4Sssrqua,
telling disease from which thejr are suffermg.
Hays started for down town,
for really good! men. men
'
quarter
oon
settle
W. X LUCAJt Agast
Rvery mother should know that who can accomplish resnfibv men who
his daughter that he would
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is per will urit cans more tnxahJ around a
the matter. "She ran out another way
sayIt
tCHSSUH TO CANYON.
and got to Amsden'a store first, to fectl tafe for children to take.
shop than their aerrices are- worth. Of
IWkA
come
tfl9
kAMttftll
ataftilMa
Ina
must
at
a
you
si
"Mr.
Amsden,
mhu
iiio
visit
iihimiiui
sir
ing.
rati "ay you arc a good man."
has
The Ctraet
si
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If
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other
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For
and
by
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with you." To this the brute
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when
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C.
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drove
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of
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Snath
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v
rv.i hi uru aa
its, good health and ta able to do some
Wak day Una table, car No, let.
down to Farmlngton Saturday to see
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Homer Hay.- - entered
Lv. Cmnyon.
thing
Lf.
Caata Fa Depot
her brother, Alex Wright, .who Is sick
followed.
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m.
a. m.
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a.
In
at the Anona. 8he found htm
ien was not killed, for
Mrs. Fannie Conway, Farmlngton'
a. m.
a. m.
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be?t
she
such
that
condition
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have
probably
new lady physlctan, has opened her
m.
of Lelta fiay. would
1:00
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p.
not to leave him, but she was callel office on Main street and Is now
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n
1.03 p. m.
2:20 p. m.
pro
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back
to Attec Wednesday by
Saras she will be vindicated
4:26 p. m.
1:40 p. m.
pared to practice medicine.
coun-- . ness of her little child.
6. 00 p. m.
8:45 p. m.
before the court, of this
June Fonts of Frultland had the Th Sunder tlma table la th sauna
Mr Hays has retained Jude
A GUARANTIED CUftt FOR PILE! misfortune
to badly Injure his left M the above with tha addition of a
Itching. Blind, fileening or Protru- hahd by striking it with a natchct 1:40 M4 j:0o o'clock car going, and
Hbt'l awdnst
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of
case
the
Piles. Your druggist will return held In his light while trying to split
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All
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uo sharp corners, or edgea that mar th desk. It
open an cloaea oulcker than any other. Itaronspact- nees pevtaita the writing surface, when in use. to tte closer
to the- desk than any other binder. By lta improved
clamping and expanding mechanism the round back always lemalua in the ueuter whether the book ia oaed at
its nmiimuBa or minimum capacity of leaves, thus giving
' It a beautiful and syaunetrtaal appearance. The binder
can be firmly locked on one or one thousand leaves, and
one or naor leaves can be inserted or removed without
disturbing the others. Further information sent on ap-- ..
plication, or oor representative will call and show you the
goods.
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LAS VEGAS ART SOUVENIR
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lacladlag panaramle views of the City, Hal
pages of auparb llluetratlone of the Ity and
vtolnKF, fraa from all advartlalng matters admittedly the finest work
hind avqr paWlaheln New Msxtoa, may ba ahtalned from the follow..
Ina marehanta at aotwal oast, 13a per aopy, to additional Jar malllnj: ,
Containing

Mfo

tprincs and Oalllnas park;

tt
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Bank, First National

VCD,

Browns 4 Manaanaros Ca, Whaloaals
Braoara. :'.
Center Block Pharmacy.
Davla A tydea, Qrocsrs.
Bntorprlao Cigar ttoro,
Clothing.
Qroenbergsr,
Qroas, Kelly A Ce Whoiesalo Qrocsrs.
Oehrlng, F. in' Hardwaro.
llfsld's, Tho Fiaaa Departmsnt stem
llfsld, L. W. Hardwaro.
l.as Vegas Cigar Company.
Lewis, Tho W. M. Co, cut Flowsra.
harp Lumber Company.
Optle, Tho Oally.
Rosonwald, B. A Bon. Oan'l Merchan.
Rosenthal Bros, Oeneral Marehandlao.
Ryan A Blood Grocers.

tohaofar, O. O, Drwca.
Woods, Mm. M. Jv Curios Mai

tienory..

v,

-

;.

Wlntsra Drug Company.
C V. Hodgooek, Bocta and thooo.
Bank, tan Miguel National.
Bacharach Bros, Qsn. M'd'ao, '
Coora, Hsnry, Lumbsr Company.
Dearth, B. R, Cut Flowers.
Oraaf A Hayward, Qrocsrs.
Gregory, O. L, Cigars.
Huh' Clothing. Company.
Laa Vsgsa ttesm Laundry.'
Mann Drug Company.
Murphty, C. Q, Drugs.
Roecnthal Furniture Company. '
Russell A Lewis, Tatters. '
teams, J. M, Grocer.
Tauptrt, Jeweler and Optician,
Ycrk, J. H,

finm
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Professional Directory
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MontezumaRanch Resort
quiet healthful, re.
sort wltlt all convenA

iences 4 utiles wmtU
i f Lua
Wgus nuHuri-UFeRColorado
Kates:--riMH-

No,

417.

cemetery trustee.
B, P. 0. E., Meets first and third
Monday evenings, each month, at
Knights of ' Pythias Hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially Invited.
H. P. llLAcC, Exalted Ruler.

per
n.outu ami upward.
)

Addraas

Dr. P.

i

J. Fermar, Romero.

F

Las Vsgaa Lodge, No. ,
meets every Monday evening at their
Lull, Shtli stmt. All visiting brethren cordially invited to attend. Clark
M. Moore, N.
0.; Antonio Lucero,
V. a.; T. M. Elwood. secretary : W.
E. Crltes, treasurer; C. V. lledgcock.

RO ME R O

Telephone,

0. 0.

N. N,

Center Block Drug Store by A
aalntmsnt.

T. E. BLAUVELT,

J

HARVEY'S

J

G ALI I N AS 1UVKII

RANCH.

Carriage crnns In every Friday
sua goes out every baturttay.
RATES;
par 4ay,$l per work, ta.?,r

S.o

miiulh.

See

Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A, F.

4

A. M.

Regular communications tst and 3rd
Thursdays in each month. Visiting
M. R.
brothers cordially invited.
Williams, W. M.: Charles II. Snor- leder, Secretary.
Rebekah Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., Meets
second and fourth Thursday evenings
of each month at the I. O. O. F. hall.
Mrs. Aususla O'Malley, noble grand;
Mrs. M. E. Oarllck, vice grand; Mrs.
Mary I.. Wertz, secretary; Mrs. Sarah

Leave orders at Murphey's
druit store or address H. A. llnr.
vey, city. Call Colormlo Phone. e Roberts, treasurer.
tMKYEY'S IUNCH lit OK MALIC
Eastern Star. Regular communica
tion second and fourth Thursday even- inM of each month. All visiting broth
ers and sisters are cordially Invited.
Mrs. J. B. Reed, worthy matron;
V. P.: Mrs. Emma
S. R. Dearth.
RESTORE YOUR HAuTH

e

Benedict,

Gallsteo, N. li., Is 5.599 feet
above sea level, and hug the
hearth giving air that yon are
looking for. I have established
a boarding house at this place
which is 2
mlleg from Ken- will agree to
and
nedy station,
accommodate all who wish to
come for $30.00 per month,
board, room, and fuel. Notify
me several days In advance and
I wTll meet you at the station
and take you to my homefreeof
charge. Any other information
cheerfully furnished If you will
write.
Mrs. Jesefa Ortia d Davit,
Gallsteo X. ,JL

e

Treas.

A. M. Howell,

.

meets every Friday night at their
hall In the Schmidt building, went of
Fountain square, at 8 o'clock. Visiting
members are always welcome.
JAMES N. COOK,
Works
Iron
Vegas
President.
Miss Katie Burchell. Secretary.
Fesndry & Machine Shcpi
Kniahta of Columbus meet every
Union Gasoline Engines, the Mwmtd and fourth Tuesday of the
Most Desirable Power.
month at the Fraternal Brotherhood
Stover Gasollue Engines for naTl. Visitors welcomed. J. E. Me- Running Printing Presses
Mahan, O. K.; Frank Stomas, F. 8.

Us

Electric
Laundries.
Light Plants,

J. C.

WRITING,
PICTURE FRAMING,
WALL PAPER, GLASS,
PAINTS, ETC
SIGN

& DUNCAN

CHAFFIN

LIVERY RIS
SADDLE HORSES

..THE..

Boarding for Horses by Day or Month.

PALACE-

-

A

I Us Vcssa Light J
and FksI Oa csKs
I ITK&tv OesAr and

tlOtt

t

-

CAfJTAFE,

S

CrIZSsnl iump Ooml,

also Cs&9 Vfh o
0I CBaitSM
-

Cstit Pftcnoa No,

and
pressed.
fall
pecialty.

.

506 Grand Avenue
Lis vejis
J.

FUEL DEALER

Hionl

Ma Vwm

,.

Roller

R. SMITH, Pr

lis,

Wholesale aaO Retail Dealer la

nO.A!IAM. fCSJIMWl.mil
wmiat

,

Colorado Seed Wheat

vtoaa

OZMEUT

-

w, M
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Cftem Cried, Give ta
IlersJcMe.
'

.a

Kewfcrs'e

tiaa bean In every
are wondering
many,
ne'e mouth, and
a flflA
wnat tne wora luniiwi, tkAitak HA
that
has yet been found, who win dnywore
NEWBRO'S HERPICIDB doea the
Ol
n.i. lur .k.
im I.Fmadnll nt thmiSanda
nail,
a roo
people who like to know all about
ma nt-thing, we would aaj
A k!iiM of "tlerpe,M
j.M.M
r "
'n,,,Jr Mm
Now Herpe,, !
disease caused by various vegetable
aaltes, A similar microbe caue dan
druff. Itching scalp, and railing
CIDB promptly deatroyel after which the
Mir grows, eoia 07 waainB
ftend e. in stamps for aampls to The
Herplclde Co.. Detroii. mkb.
0. MURPMEY, Spwlsl AftnL
c
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BRIDGE

SPOUTING, ROOFING)
TIN ANO .GALVANWOUK.
IZED IRON

CorsMtratlon Seals

KusW Stamp.

Las Vegas
IXubber Stamp Works,
m.424

ing curves outlined 011 paer.
Many Imagine that the normal state
of heuith is best represented by a
straight line. This Is by no means the
case. There is a rhythmic nudulatlou
in the flow of our vital force. The dynamo which furnishes the working
powers of consciousness and action has
Its annual, monthly, daily waves, eveu
Us momentary ripples. We have our
bad times nud good times. Some by
careful observation of the rise and fall
of this curve, have so adjusted their
holidays and times of rest and activity
as to conserve their energies and avoid
the suares of disease. It is from his
knowledge of this curve that the family physician can act successfully.

Grand hvsm.

Seaberrj Hotel
WM. BAASCH

Friends
Back East
Southwest

as the names snd addresses of any persons you think
would be interested in the
Southwest, and we will mail
then intdresting land booklets
and a eopy of our Immigration
journal, The Eartn."
Yon send the list and we will
send the descriptive matter.

it NOW!

Datek Comee.
Every one wbeu be speaks of Dutch
courage means courage that is induced
by the cup that cheers and also Inebri
atespot valiancy, In short, the exact
opiHtslte of what has been called "two
courage. Three
different origins of the expression have
been suggested. According to some,
."Dutch" in tills case is used simply as
the adjective corresponding td the
noon ' Hollands," as applied to that !
kind of ardent spirits. Others assert
positively that the phrase arose as a
sneer .at the Dutch troops who showed
the white feather of Fontenoy. But
perhaps the best explanation Is that
this uncomplimentary allusion to the
Dufch"! refers to a practice common in
former times In Holland of encourag
ing those who were condemned to ex
ecution to drink heavily before they
were hanged.

Gen.

Coionhutlos
.

II

AjenL
A.T.A

SJZr

'
iy

Excbasgc,
Chkejo,

:' Grrea Hair.
',"
There 'are men living today with
green hair. This weird, color U not a
curious fad, but the result of working
In a copper tuine, where hi order to be
come a marketable comnutdlty the
crude ore Is roasted in furnaces. It is
stated that, although no offensive odof
emanates from this process, there is
nevertheless some strange substuuee
therein that produces n chemical
thuuge of the. hair and beard, hj that
they tievoine as green us grans. Ht range
to say, the texture of the hair surfers
no injury, but remains as soft uud
glossy as ever. Pearson's Weekly.

.
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Golden State Limited
Chicago and St Louis Fast Mails

-

.

Two Fast Daily Trains to

KANSAS CITY, ST. LOUIS, CHICAGO
Through 7ithout Change via

El Paso & Southvesterh Syctcm

Rock bland System
New

Wide-Vestibul- ed

Equipment with All the Comforts
of Home and Club. Fast Time,
Convenient Schedules.

Before Selecting Your Route for

Any Trip Vrite to

R L WATERMAN, Trsveliog Passenger Agent.
GARNETT KING, General Agent.
V. R. STIL ES, General Passenger Agent.
E. P. & S.
System. El Paso, Texts.

I

3
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Cheap Rate to
California.

Californlans raise gold they don't mine much now.. An easier way
has beeu found than that! It is now obtained by farming, The alchemy
of nature converts the orsnges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa and
other products of the soil Into good clothes, comfortable residences, and
assuring bank accounts. Tis being dons every dsy in California, Would
it not pay yon to inquire into tblsT Better yet, why not go there T

,

Only 25.00

'

From Laa Vegae to almost all polnta In California and to many
privileges.
places In Arlsona. Liberal stop-ove- r
On sale daily, February 15 to April 7, 1000. Tourist sleepers daily on
.
fast trains. Harvey meals. For particulars, apply to
W. J. Lucae. Agent,

The Atchleon, Topeka ft Santa Fe Ry. Co
Las Vegas, N. M.

'Brief Crltlelawa.

Of Gray's "Klegy" a contemporary
of
reviewer wrote: "The exwlleix-this little piece amply compensates for
Its lack of quantity." That and nothing more. Of "In Memorlnm" a contemporary estimate was that Its "simple but touching verses" were evidently Inspired !y "the full heurt of the
widow of s military man."

Sash, Doors Buildtrs' Hardware Wall Paper
Glees. Paints, Varnishes, Bruclicci

Coal and Wood

Awnttinent.

(iamf

Iltislrand This cuke Is very gooil. my
dear, but It seems to me there ought to
Wife (In rleor, Icy, Inbe a little more
cisive toues) That toke come by mall
and was made by your mother.
as I was saying, there
v
ought to be a little moreof It.

O. CO
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"The Blushing .Five" basketball
for Making Crushed
of Oft ,up have secured, the Kitteam
Orsnlts For
chen halkfor St. Patrick s 'night, the
'
team having made arrangements for
CEMENT WALKS.
cream social.
All
work
host
The
guaran a ball and Ice
quality.
teed.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy . ths
Estimates given on brick and stone
Best Mads.
buildings.
my opinion Chamberlain's Cough
In
WALLACE 4 DAVIS,
Remedy la the best made for colds,"
Las Vegas 'Pbor.s 2S.
says Mrs. Cora Walker of Portervllle,
California. There Is no doubt about Its
the best. No other will cure a
o being
cold so quickly. No other Is so sure
a preventive of pneumonia. No othPAKL03 BARBER S::C?
er Is so pleasant and safe to take.
S. L SuSMT, Fbjs.
There are good reasons why It should
be preferred to any other. Ths fart
m" riRIT CUM WORKKSN
Is thst few people are satisfied with
Liacola Amt
any other after having ones ased this
remedy. For salt bv all drusrlst.
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Address,

l

i
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Story.
Beerbohm Tree, the London actor,
Who go to
ihtCatmmg
told a story of a dog named Argus
Ratal once
go always.
which used to accompany him to the
Luxurious Aooms, Fins
theater. The dog was of an emotional
Meals, Good Service.
habit of mind and was greatly affected
by sensational scenes. Wlieu Mr. Tree
was playing iu "Cnptuln Swift" Argus
used to take his place In the wing and
follow his every word and look until
l
the
situation was reached. The
moment Mr. Tree felt for his pistol
Argus used to rush Into the darkest
corner he could find aud. burying his
head between his paws, listen, for the
PHONE '77
NATIONAL AVE thud of the actor's fall. After that the
dog would crawl back to meet his mas
ter with a howl of joy at Mr. Tree's
,
apparent return to life.

Move

Arrive Daily

Dailj

o'clock-in-tbe-morntn-

A Trial Order Is Solicited

New Machinery

THE PEOPLE ALL
!

& PATTY

Screen Lump, Soft Coal,
Cerrillos Soft Nut Coal,

Chops

If a 1 makeo oloae
connection
at TorNO. S
Buttons
Ha I
Goldrance
tba
with
IO0 p. m
SANTA rg
. .4:80 p, ra
en State Limited, No.
KKNNKDY
8:10 p. m
(DO p. m
4:06 p. ra
MORURTV
.!; p. m
44, eaet bound, on
the Rook Island. No.
a makes cloae son-- n
S
.TORKANOE
0a. ra
T Stop for invala.
action with Golden
Btats Umlted No. 43
west bound. Servioe unsurpassed. Dining, Library and
Pullman Oars of tbe latest pattern. Bertha reserved by wire.
CZT TRY OUR ROUTE.
S. B. GRIMSHAW, G. F. & P. A.
W. H. ANDREWS, Pres. & Gen' I Menietr.
ALFRED I. GRIMSHAW, Travelinft P. & P. A.
J. P. LYNG, City F. & P. A.
Leave

ludi-cate-

CKItltlLLOS

Hlsnest Mali price
Wheal
.
pMdlur Mllllaf
or Kale la Seaaoa

Laa

W

Do

Corn and Corn

r- -e

Wa bava portable obutea for loading ahasp )
at Torrance, Permanent stock yards at Wll
( lard, Batanola, Stanley and Santa Fa. J
Shortest Una to El Paso, Mexico, and tba aouthwoat Tba
only first class route to California via Santa Fa Central, El
P aao as North eastern
TIKE CAM
and Southern Paolflo.
(

presi-

dent. Htlll. without a word, he put it
back in Its place, utid It seemed to me
as lie tild hu Unit lie kissed It with hU
. WH.L
DR. )
niiK'TH. I have seen I1I11) lu that rMu
tsntlrt
look at it xllcntly over h!s ilK ninny
Room 3. Center blk.. Us Vegas, N. M, an I
Diuny 11 time. Itut be never touch
Dr. E. L. Hammond, Room 7 Crock ed It or spoke of It again, eveu to me.
What ho thought of It licaveu ouly
ett building. Hours 8 to 12, and 1:M kuows.
to S. Both phones at office and res
!dence.
Th Cnrvo nt llrallb.
The expression, ' the curve of health,"
DR. G. L. JENKINS,
which wus tlrst tised by Oliver Wen
s
dell Holmes, himself a physician,
Dentist.
lu modern mathematical fashion
the fluctuating changes In bodily
Rooms 3 and 4. new Hedgcock build- - health, of which all are at times aware
Ioh,, 614 Douglas Avenue.
and whli h may be expressed by vary-

Bend

O'BYRNE

BEST, SAFEST AND SHORTEST ROAD

never forget the

brollier; the martyred, murdered

Ef ihllsbed ltU

a

travel Uks the

(

first time ho saw the Mucolu mask,
lie UKktnl luiiocciitly enough vhoxe It
HOLT
HART,
ami wlieu 1 told liliu, my heart
Architects and Civil Engineers.
for u inoiuent stopping to beat, ho ruse
Maps and surveys made, buildings from Ms seat, took It lu Ills huuds ami
and construction work of all kinds looked nt It for a long tlnio without a
planned and superintended. Office, word. What It ineuiit to him we cau
Plata, Las Vegas Phone 94.
Imagine. Tlio Mbole awful, awful busl-ues- s
cuino back to hliu-t- ho
mad. dead
DENTISTS.

Ouht to

Mercht.nt Tuilor

Clothing cleaned
Ladies tailoring a
goods now In stock.

I nIihII

Your Old

P. CIDDIO
X5he

.

A Do

002 oiXTii crnsfeT.

ATTZS

Mui-olu-

ARCHITECTS.

Notarial Sostls.

H. W. HOUF Osteopathic phy
sician, office, Olney block; hours,
9 to 12; 1:30 to 4; phones, Las
Vegas 41, Colorado 1T5. Sunday
hours by appointment.

ADLON. Prop.

CGZXTLCV

of

1

Oonnectlntr with the hi P. & N. E, and Obioago. Rtk Inland
and Paolfio It. H. Bhortost lino out of Banta
or
new mbxioo, vi uuioairo, &.ansaa uuy
or ec ijouia wnen you

1

DR.

G PITTENGER,

B- -

A touching reiiiloNcciico of t'n
great
uctor I Mn in Ittwin U t.t Ju coune
tlou with Uwrciuw llutlon's iofi,vtlo:i
Frank Springer, Attoruey at law.
of ''iith nwihU in "Talks In 11 Libra-ry,Office in Croc butt building, Las
rt onltil by unU-- l Moore;
Vesas, N. M.
t'auiit'a was ons of the two masks lu
E. V. Long, Attorney at law. Office the collection wnlih afTw tiHl HootU
In Wyman block, Us Vegas, N. most. 1
other, naturally wtougli, but
lu a very, very UlfTereut way, was that
M.

MM

SUNSHINE C3UTE, VIA TCXXAKSI GATEWAY

M.

PHYSICIAN.

fits, Wood Sawing--

1 SAItTA FE CEIITRAL RAILWAY

George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
Office, Veeder block, Us Vegas, N.

Out-- V

Grinding Mills, Pumping
,

Lin- -

coin's Death Mask

ASSAYING.
Redman meet in Fraternal Brother- hall every Thursday sleep at the
W. W. Corbet
al 0. A. Collins.
Visiting chiefs
eighth rnn.
CORBET s COLLINS
ways weltme to the wigwam. H.
Asssvlno.
L. Corey, sachem; F. E. Barnes, chief
Civil, Irrigation ami Mining Engineers
of records.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveying.
.
. Now Mexico.
.
Fraternal Union of America, Meets Santa Fe.
of
first and third Tuesday evenings
MUSIC
each month In the Fraternal Brother- Mexico
Normal University.
New
hood hall, west of Fountain Square, at
Piano
W.
Department
8 o'clock.
N. P. Snnd, F. M.;
Geaeral and Teacher's Course
O. Koogler. Secretary.
,
LUDWIG A. DOELLE, Director,
The Fraternal Brotherhood, No. 102,

2

e

Sec; Mrs.

Booth and

ATTORNEYS.

SOCIETIES.
I.

0TI0

The

sitsatlra.

a happy
nfrakl
family?
not The ok! man Is seasick, but his
wife and the girls bars tnal de
'
Bacar.
First

Passenger-A- re
they
Second Passenger-I'- m

met-Harp-

A
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than any other typewriter, tbs touch Is
lighter, tbs work Is better and therefore mors work is done. Its
writing Is slwsys In slghL It has the lightest and quickest
touch, and a perfect and permanent allfnmenL It will do any
thing any other typewriter. will do and many things no other
typewriter will do. It was awarded the Grand Prixe at the EL
Louis Exposition. Try ths Underwood and convince yourself.
Makes less noise

SeaweatUa.

.

000o

e

er's

Doctor (to pressing creditor) If yott
must bring your bill every day, at least
you might come with your head tied
up. so thst people would think yon
,
were a patient:
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LAI VIQAi DAILY OPTIC
O
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We have a large and complete stock of
both rindow and picture glass. We are
pleased to give you prices placed in or for
BOTH PHONES.
glass only.

Qe0
HI

if)

4

)
1900.

ffiV,

Temperature.
Maximum

TA

Bauge..

32

Minimum,,.. .....'

V:

"in
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MEADOW CITY BRIEFS
New Mexico went to Washington,
Upon her statehood pony,
They stuck a feather in her cap
And called her
Brotherhood doings

The chronic weather kicker is
alyzed. ''Wf4ffHo$''v.

to- -

par-

"

Tttm

'v

:

The ice Is exceedingly slick on No.
2 dam at the. canyon, in .fact It Is so
smooth
writer jfcais down In
his description of It. Now is the appointed time to skate.

thue

The Frultlanrt TrHiae
paper that has found ft'
Optic's exchange table,
four column, ,heet,
lots of news. The paper
'

eemt-monthl-

Is a new
way to the
la a four-pagfilled with

e,

will appear

i'i

v,'

.'

Short funeral aert toes were held
over the remains ''St the little son ot
Dr. and Mrs. B. D. Black this afternoon. A number of the Immediate
friends of the family were present to
sympathize with the sorrowing parents.
i

,

Negro Confined on
Charge of Murder

The betel situation is not Improving much. Every hotel is overcrowded and many have been turned away
for lack of accommodation. The few
additional rooms to be made avail
able at the Castaneda In another
month won't help materially. .Las
Monty Church, a negro who claims
Starkville as his home, and who says
Vegas needs a big, moa&s hotel.
he Just left that camp a short time
There is a very bad hole shout s ago, is tinder arrest in this city on
foot in diameter and a couole f feet suspicion of being Ous Matthews, the
deep in the street at the corner (of negro, who is wanted in Pueblo for
National and Eleventh strseta wbicn the murder of Frank Smith on Tuesheeds immediate attention. There Is day, January 1C. and for whose apno marker over the hole and no horse prehension there is a reward of $50.
could step in it without breaking a
A Trinidad paper says: "Close in,egquiry is now being made In Starkville
to see If any information can be gathC. W.. Fay died at 8anta Fe, N. M., ered regarding Church. An officer
today at 12:15 p. m. He was train from Pueblo is expected here today,
master for the Santa Fe Central rail- and after a visit at Starkville, he will
way at the time of his demise, having continue on to Las Vegas to take a
left this city two years ago to accept look at Church. The arrest was made
the position., ne was a dispatcher by Y. L. Parish, the wellknown special
here for the Santa Fe and1 had a large officer for the Santa Fe road stationcircle of friends In Las Vegas who ed In Las Vegas, and he thinks he
will greatly regret to Jearn of bis has got the right man. At all events
death.
Church is said to answer the description of Matthews very closely.
Only a few days ago Under Sheriff
, Three Mvage'Twere arrested today
of Pueblo county, was here
Cole
Officers
were
and
Parish
and
O'Leary
by
given five days apiece, They gave looking for Matthews. He made a
their names ss A. W. Farrell, of Colo- visit to several of the coal camps
rado City; John" McFali And Oeoifce and all the camp deputies are providWarner. 'The former km1 a smooth ed with a good description of the
looking "boe" and declared that it murderer, as It was believed that he
was s mistake and that he was a tou- was being' concealed here by his
rist He will spend a few days in Las friends."
Officer Parish has had the negro
Vegas on his travels.
photographed and has sent pictures to
Fsssengera from the west report the officers of the various
towns
severe earthquake shocks in Arizona where It is thought probable that he
yesterday. Distinct shocks were felt might be Identified. A Pueblo ofifcer
at Holbrook, Williams, Wlnslow, Fin
la expected In the city today.
ataff, Honck's Tanks, Ash Fork, Se-Dr. Lefkovlts will preach
llgman and also at Qallup, New Mex
tonight
ico. No damage was done. It Is be on the subject, "la Intermarriage Biv
AdvUa
lieved that the shocks were due to tween Jews and'
the expression of the outraged feel- bleT" "The services commence at t
ings of the Artzonans because of the o'clock. The general publfc are oor
passage of the Joint statehood bill by dlally Invited to attend.
the house, as tht-- occurred almost
A freight car off the track delayed
Immediately after the vote had been
,
No.
lrt eight hours today.
taken.'
yi f
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Cp!nzc5, Ldtxso, Qrccnnbcro,
Otzlzzo,

Made

fine fall fruit, with just enough
snap to it to make you ask for; a
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Do? Ycxr" CUIrio
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"

If they do, send
sew bunions on

I

tJcsd Dultona?

"

Dunzhzz, Parody

no extra charge.

CSUGCJEn,

the person who buys our
Toilet Cream or White Pine Cough
Out of 100

rSpup will come. back for more.

work 20 per

."

"

-

cent extra.

LAO VCDAD QTEAtt

LAUZDDY

Phones: Colorado 81; Las Vegss

'

17.
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GOODS STQRc

, -

Season 1906

SWe"

,,n4 promises which we cannot keep.

C3iiaEFis'o opzna noucz pnanrjiaor

OUR

NEW LINE OF

GING HEM S I

AGENTS FOR P N. CORSETS

,

AGENTS FOR FERRIS CORSET WAISTS
AGENTS FOR STANDARD PATTERNS,

l

: The Big Sale is Over i It HENRY LEVY, 517 6th St
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO

C.

TTEzo

But we have an

excellent
line of clothing for you to
select from. New stock of
hats, caps, shirts; sweaters

IS)

tea

Pespo'TJdaaillqCa

Tkzi ClzZo LC3 Vczzo Fc..cz3

and everything in gentlemen's furnishing, goods at
prices that are right. To
please you is our best

RETAIL

PRICES:

2,000 pounds or more, each delivery.

.

lx

.

Per 100 lbs.
20

to 2,ooo pounds, each delivery.

.30c

200 to i ,000 pounds, each delivery

EL

D

II
o

O

t'Trir

I

25c-- A

a

--

50c

.60c

Green!berger.i

O

O

40c

50 to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
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GROCER.

WASH GOODS DEPARTMENT

,

V
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Season 1906

stand right In back of
all
tales with our guarantee and mak

&

sip.

t

VEOAS EXCLUSIVE DRY

,

flli

a

J. H. STEARNS,

New Mexico .Coffee Roaster

Bozen-2- 5c

O
O

Special otder

get a taste of It Drop In when

you

THE

FOR THE DEST

them to ns. Wa
shirts and mske

Pure sn4 delicious,
"i never tasted sny so good;" is what
they all say, and so will you when
second glass.

-
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In the ochards of New Mexico

passing and have

'

,

from

Telephone) Ordsra Promptly Attended To

0

4i(9

8WCET APPLE CIDER.

.

.

lEDTun annuo
v(i)

Czzto, TcrRfca. Ocrrcto,

1

,

We claim to bare the best and it is guaranteed to
be absolutely pure. So much of the lard nowadays
has a lare portion of the lard oil extracted and is
adulterated with bloachers and paraiine wax which
makes it white and causes it to bold its consistency
in the hottest weather. When you buy lard you
buy It for bog fat and the uuadulterated kiud is
what you want. We absolutely guarantee ours to
'
be of the latter kind.
t

We Have Made Arrangements to
Receive Every THURSDAY .

G.

0,

Homo Ocdlo Lord

Pcupo

HAYWARD

Cz-j- p

Ibm:

Car$ ml
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FRESH VEGETABLES

'

Non-Jew- s

Vz

lm
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o

ever-changin- g

The driving park and fair associa
tion directorate is holding a meeting
st the commercial club this afternoon
In connection with Colonel Martin's

attraction!. Wi?',

"Ole Olson."
. "Ole Olson" blonde of hair, ruddy of
cheeks, ingenuous a to manner, un
cophlstlcated in worldly ways, but
honest to the core, and willing to in
our any danger In behalf of his frlenda
atu) the triumph of right, is one of
the new stage characters that have
retained their popularity despite the
tastes of the theatre-gLike
public.
"Rip Van Winkle,"
ing
"Uncle Joshua Whltcomb," and) "Na
Acres."
thaniel Berry" In "8hore
"Ole" pursues the even tenor of his
way, delighting his audiences and car
ryTng with him an atmosphere of hon
esty, homely and wholesome natural
ness, worth infinitely more than the
sham bravado of romantic heroes and
the flippant cynicism of drawing
room characters in problem plays,
This explains why "Ole" lives and
last ,and Is also a tribute to the good
eense and wholesome instincts of the
"Ole"
Kreat mass of theatre-goers- .
will be presented here at the Dnncan
Mondav evening. January 29th, by the
original and only authorized company
playing this comedy. It is rehearsed
staged 8ni played b;-- , Ben Hendricks
who is conceded to give the best
portrayal of this quaint character on
the American stage, and it guaranteed
that a thoroughly artistic and excel
lent performance will be given.
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Forecast: Fair tonight and Friday.
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Precipitation
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18-in-
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GROCCR.8. BUTCHERS AMD BAKCRb.

m.,.

IVaternal
night.
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Embroidered CENTERS et 98c each.

.

GRAAF

um....i,:Jx....m.
p.

We will have on display

33

a.m.,1

"
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Humidity.

Mean

0A
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Until Saturday, January 27, 1906

Men's Shoes in Box Calf, Vici
Kid, Lace and Congress

02.GO

JANUARY

9?

Just Reoeived a Nice Line of

WEATHER.

January
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FRIDAY.
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D.AVIS Thtt'a
Tho Store)

Alwsiyo Busy.
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Anua Para
Office

620 Douglas

(So.

Avenue.

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

wis im.&
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When It cornea to quality, we have the goods

that talk for themselves. If you come to our
market and look at our, (roods yon will want
them.

There is one kind of

MEAT WE DONT KEEP
That is the poor kind, fed on grass. But If you.
want ood meat, well fed meat, that will please
. you, let as send yon a few trial order.

T.-T-

i

Turner.

